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 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

 DISCLAIMER

CIRCUTOR, SA reserves the right to make modifi cations to the device or the unit specifi ca-
tions set out in this instruction manual without prior notice. 

CIRCUTOR, SA on its web site, supplies its customers with the latest versions of the device 
specifi cations and the most updated manuals.                                  
 

              www.circutor.com

DANGER
Warns of a risk, which could result in personal injury or material damage.

ATTENTION
Indicates that special attention should be paid to a specifi c point.

Follow the warnings described in this manual with the symbols shown below.

If you must handle the unit for its installation, start-up or maintenance, the following 
should be taken into consideration:

Incorrect handling or installation of the unit may result in injury to personnel as well as damage 
to the unit. In particular, handling with voltages applied may result in electric shock, which may 
cause death or serious injury to personnel. Defective installation or maintenance may also 
lead to the risk of fi re.
Read the manual carefully prior to connecting the unit. Follow all installation and maintenance 
instructions throughout the unit’s working life. Pay special attention to the installation stan-
dards of the National Electrical Code.

Refer to the instruction manual before using the unit

In this manual, if the instructions marked with this symbol are not respected or carried out correctly, it can 
result in injury or damage to the unit and /or installations.

CIRCUTOR, SA reserves the right to modify features or the product manual without prior notifi cation.
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Note: Device images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual device.



 1�- VERIFICATION UPON RECEPTION

        1.1.- PROTOCOLO DE RECEPCIÓN

Check the following points upon receiving the device:

 a) The device meets the specifications described in your order.
 b) The device has not suffered any damage during transport.
 c) Perform an external visual inspection of the device prior to switching it on.
 d) Check that it has been delivered with the following (Figure 1 and Table 2): 

Table 2: Scope of delivery�

Object Description quantity
A CirPower Hyb 4kW Inverter 1
B Wall-mounting support 1
C PV + connector 2
D PV - connector 2
E Grid connector 1
F Load connector 1
G Documentation: Instruction manual 1
- 3 poles RS-485 connector 1
- Temperature sensor 2 pole connector 1
- 10k Ohm resistor 1

A B C D FE

G

Figure 1: Scope of delivery�
  

e) Check that the delivered device matches the purchasing order, and that the electrical 
specifications meet the electrical grid to be connected to. Check specifications plate in 
the bottom part of the device.(Figure 2).       
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SN:800300000 
 
 

E15311 
Made in EU (Spain) 

 

FYYSSXXXXXyyyyy 

CIRCUTOR SA - Vial Sant Jordi, s/n 
08232 Viladecavalls (Barcelona) Spain 08232 

Battery: 38...60V    80A 4000W             -20...50ºC - IP55 - Class I

AC Grid: Input 230 V~ 50Hz 17.4 A
        4000W (cosφ=1)/3600W (cosφ=0.9)
AC Load: Output 230V ~ 50Hz 17.4A
PF-0.5...0.5 - 4000W(cosφ=1)/3600W(cosφ=0.9)
PV: 150 ... 700V    20A 4200W

Figure 2: Specifications plate.
 

If any problem is noticed upon reception, immediately contact the transport 
company and/or CIRCUTOR’s after-sales service.

Transport and unload the device following the instructions detailed at point “1.2.- TRANSPORT  
AND HANDLING”

        1.2.- TRANSPORT  AND HANDLING
   

Transport, load, unload and handling of the device must be done with care and 
caution, using the required manual and mechanical tools to avoid damaging the 
device.
If the device is not going to be installed immediately, it must be stored in a solid 
plain surface, and follow the storing conditions detailed at point “1.3.- STOR-
AGE”.
In that case, it is recommended to keep the device inside its protection packaging.

Due to the high weight of the device (58kg), the device packaging has two han-
dles to ease its transport

Transport and handling must be done by two persons.

        1.3.- STORAGE

Device must be stored following these recommendations:

    Avoid storage over irregular surfaces.
    Do not store outdoor, in wet zones, or exposed to water.
  Avoid hot places.
    Avoid corrosive and salty environments. 

  Avoid keeping the device in dusty, polluted or chemical environments.
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 2�- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The CirPower Hyb is a 4 kW hybrid inverter that works like a power management system by 
managing energy flows between solar panels, batteries, power loads and the grid. 
The device uses various power management strategies to adapt to the needs of the user. It 
uses applications both outside the grid and applications connected directly to the grid.

The device features:

 - Communications via RS-485 to communicate with an external analyzer.
 - An Ethernet connection for remote control of the inverter.
 - A touch screen Display to view and set up unit parameters.

- Plug-in connectors for an easy and quick installation. 
 - All-in-one solution, with solar converter, grid/AC inverter and bi-directional battery 
charger. 
 - A patented system that guarantees connection / disconnection transfers from the grid 
without voltage drops in the loads connected to the inverter.   
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 3�- DEVICE INSTALLATION

        3.1.- PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to use the device safely, it is critical that individuals who handle it follow 
the safety measures set out in the standards of the country where it is being used, 
use the necessary personal protective equipment, and pay attention to the vari-
ous warnings indicated in this instruction manual.

The CirPower Hyb device must be installed by authorised and qualified staff. 

Before using, wiring or replacing the device, battery DC and AC supply must be switched off. 
Handle the device while it is connected to battery, DC and AC supply is dangerous.

It is mandatory to keep the wiring at good conditions, to avoid accidents and damage to persons 
or installations.

The manufacturer of the device is not responsible for any damage resulting from failure by the 
user or installer to observe the warnings and/or recommendations set out in this manual, nor for 
damage resulting from the use of non-original products or accessories or those made by other 
manufacturers.

If an anomaly or malfunction is detected in the device, do not use it.

Before doing any maintenance, repair, or modification of any device connection, 
it must be unplugged from every power supply.

If you suspect a device malfunction, please, contact the Technical Service.
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        3.2.-LOCATION

Before choosing the installation location, follow these recommendations:

  Device must be installed over a flat solid surface.
  Place must be selected according to size and weight of inverter.
  Install the CirPower Hyb vertically, in order to cool properly the device

Do not install the device in a different position

  

Figure 3: Installation location.
 
  Opening door hinge must be located at the left side.
  LCD display should be located at the level of the eyes, to ease its reading.
  Ambient temperature must be -20ºC to 50ºC.
  Do not install the CirPower Hyb in any place exposed to direct sunlight.
  Keep installing distances to other objects, as per point “3.3.- INSTALLATION”.
  Place must have easy access to avoid risks and ease the maintenance.

Do not install the CirPower Hyb over flammable surfaces (wood or similar), nei-
ther close to flammable materials or substances.
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        3.3.- INSTALLATION

Follow these steps for proper installation:

1�- Take into account the minimum distances to other objects, devices, walls, floor and ceiling, 
to guarantee proper cooling of the device (Figure 4).

Table 3: Minimum distances�

MINIMUM DISTANCES
300 mm top 

600 mm bottom

Figure 4: Minimum distances�

If several inverters are installed in high temperature environment increase the 
distance between inverters and guarantee that there is enough cool air.

2�- Fix the wall-mount support to the wall with 6mm diameter screws, and align it properly 
(Figure 5).

Figure 5: Fix the wall-mount support�
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3�- Hang the device, ensuring it is correctly fixed to the wall-mount support. (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Hang the device�

Note: The wall-mount support is ready for using a safety lock (Figure 7). (10.5 mm diameter).

Figure 7:Safety lock�
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 4�- SAFETY

         4.1.- SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

This item defines the safety precautions that must be followed during any operation 
done in the device�

Installation and use must be done according to the Electrical National Code.

Risk of death due to dangerous voltages�

Every time the solar panel receive sunlight, it generates DC dangerous voltage, 
that is conducted to the inverter through the wiring. Contact to DC wiring and its 
components may cause fatal electric shock.
Do not touch any component under voltage in the inverter�
Do not touch DC wirings�

5 min

Disconnect the inverter from every supply and wait 5 minutes before doing 
any operation�
The inverter has DC and AC capacitors that hold dangerous voltages for several 
minutes after the inverter disconnection.

Risk of death due to dangerous voltages while working on the inverter�

Mounting, installation and commission are only allowed to authorized and qualified 
staff. As well, solving possible problems must be done only by specialized staff.
Inverter must work always with door closed�
Do not touch any insulation damaged wire�
Order the mounting, installation and commission only to authorized and qualified 
staff.
In case of any issue, let the qualified staff to solve it.

Risk of burning due to contact with envelope hot surface�

There is the possibility of high temperature on the envelope during normal oper-
ation.
During normal operation, only the front cover must be touched.

Risk of death due to dangerous voltages�

Do not connect the grid to the AC Output connector� 
If the grid is connected to the AC Output connector, the anti-islanding protection 
will not be ensured and the AC Output connector will not protect the user from the 
dangerous voltages.
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Warning, residual current

Every solar panel have a certain parasitic capacitance that depends on the mate-
rial characteristics, type of assembly, environmental conditions, etc.
This parasitic capacitance, combined with the topology of the transformerless 
inverter, generates residual currents during grid current injection. This current will 
be added  to the current from a potential defect due to the contact of a person to 
an active conductor.
Solar modules used within the CirPower Hyb must have a maximum parasitic 
capacitance of 50nF/kWp

Warning, damage to the inverter due to electrostatic discharge�

Touching electronic components may cause damage to the inverter due to elec-
trostatic discharge.
Before touching any electronic component, take proper anti-static protections.

Warning, damage to the door seal due to freezing�

If the main cover is opened while frozen, the seal may be damaged.
A damaged seal cannot guarantee the IP protection, and may cause an electrical 
risk.
Open the inverter cover only if the ambient temperature is over 5ºC.
If the inverter must be opened while frozen, take out previously the ice from the 
seal joint (for example, by means of hot air for melting the ice), taking into account 
the safety measures.

 4.2.- PROTECTION ELEMENTS ExTERNAL TO THE CirPower Hyb

4�2�1 OVERCURRENT CIRCUIT BREAkER

It is required to install, in a place with easy access, a circuit breaker to connect the inverter to 
the grid. Inverter maximum current is 20A, circuit breaker must be a curve B device, with a 
nominal tripping current of 25A.

Install a curve-B, 25A circuit breaker
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4�2�2 RESIDUAL CURRENT CIRCUIT BREAkER

It is required that a residual current circuit breaker is installed at the connection to the grid.
Residual current circuit breaker must trip with currents of 30mA and higher.

For AC output connection is mandatory to use an external type A RCB, rated for 25A 30mA.

Table 4: Residual current circuit breaker

Connection  RCB Type 
Grid 30 mA
AC output 25 A , 30 mA

 4.3.- PROTECTION ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN THE CirPower Hyb

CirPower Hyb inverter has a type B RCMU, sensitive to AC and DC residual currents, as per 
EN62109-2 requirements.

It includes as well an insulation monitor for the PV side, meeting EN62109-2 standard. This 
protection device ensures that there is no conductor contacting the Earth in the DC side, before 
connecting the inverter to the grid (by means of internal switching device).

A fuse for the battery terminal is included. Battery fuse type is Littlefuse CF58V, rated for 125A. 
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 5�- CONNECTIONS

        5.1.- ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

CirPower Hyb connectors are shown at Figure 8.

A

B C D E F

G

H

I

J

Figure 8:Terminal connections�

Table 5: Terminal connections�

Description
A Communications cable gland
B Ethernet cable gland
C PV switch
D Grid connector
E AC Output
F Battery cable gland (-)
G Display power-on push button
H Battery cable gland (+)
I PV+, DC connector
J PV-, DC connector
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       5.2.- CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FV+, FV -
Battery - / Batería  -

Battery + / Batería  +

AC output / Salida CA

AC grid/ Red CA

Figure 9: Connection diagram

       5.3.- GRID CONNECTION

Figure 10: Grid connection�

AC grid input must be protected from short-circuit currents higher than 31A to 
guarantee the safety of the equipment. Therefore, it is mandatory to use an exter-
nal circuit breaker with a proper rated current.

Before starting the procedure, be sure that the grid connection circuit 
breaker is switched off�
Signal and ensure that there is no re-connection by accident�
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Check that the PV switch is off.

Meet your grid operator connection conditions.

Risk of death due to dangerous voltages�

Do not connect the grid to the AC Output connector� 
If the grid is connected to the AC Output connector, the anti-islanding protection 
will not be ensured and the AC Output connector will not protect the user from the 
dangerous voltages.

Connection is done by means of a 3-pole Wieland Gesis RST25i pluggable connector. 

To connect the CirPower Hyb to the grid, follow these steps:

1�- Before connecting the inverter to the grid, it must be checked that the insulation resistance 
of the solar panels is above a certain limit, defined by the EN62109-2 standard.
If the limit is not met, the inverter will show an alarm, and it will stay disconnected from the grid.
The standard specify that for ungrounded arrays, the insulation resistance must be than

      R:                  :           : 23.3 kΩ

For the CirPower Hyb inverter, VMAx PV: 700V, so minimum insulation resistance must be 
23.3kΩ.

2�- Check that the grid connection circuit breaker is switched off and signaled.

3�- Check that the PV switch is off.

4�- Check, at an accessible point, that the grid voltage is within inverter specifications.

5�- Connect the grid cable, following the position marked at the connector plug. Cable outer 
diameter must be 10 to 14mm, to guarantee IP protection of the connector. 
Screws tightening torque : 0.8 ... 1 Nm.

Figure 11: Connect the grid cable�
6�- Check that the wires are properly fixed.

VMAx PV 
30 mA 0.030

700
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        5.4.- AC OUTPUT CONNECTION

Figure 12: AC output connection�

Hybrid inverter allow the connection of loads to the AC Output terminal. This output is powered  
by Ac-In. In case of Ac-In failure, it is powered either by battery or solar power.

Connection is done by means of a 3-pole Wieland Gesis RST25i pluggable connector. 

Recommended wire section is 6mm2. Select wire insulation type depending on installation en-
vironmental conditions and local regulations.
It is mandatory to use an external type A RCB, rated for 25A 30mA. As well, it is mandatory to 
use a 25A circuit breaker.

Please, follow local regulations regarding this type of installations.

Risk of death due to dangerous voltages�
Do not connect the grid to the AC Output connector� 
If the grid is connected to the AC Output connector, the anti-islanding protection 
will not be ensured and the AC Output connector will not protect the user from the 
dangerous voltages.

During off-grid working mode, the neutral is automatically connected to earth. Take this into 
account to ensure the inverter meet you local regulations.

Figure 13: Connect the AC output�
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        5.5.- BATTERY CONNECTION

Figure 14: Battery connection�

Before starting the procedure, be sure that the grid connection circuit 
breaker and PV switch are both switched off�
Signal and ensure that there is no re-connection by accident�

Warning, damage to the invertir due to shortcircuit or incorrect connection 
of the battery terminals�

Risk of serious injuries due to shortcircuit or incorrect connection of the 
battery terminals�
It is highly recommended to install an external fuse holder or a DC breaker to 
disconnect the batteries before performing the batteries connection procedure.

Short-circuit current available in the battery terminals must not be higher 
than 2000A to guarantee the safety of the equipment�

Always work with the battery cables disconnected

Follow these steps for proper connection of the battery to the inverter:

1�- Select proper wire cross section. Recommended minimum cross section for 80A is 25mm2. 
Select wire insulation type depending on installation environmental conditions (outdoor, humid-
ity, UV light…). In order to meet electromagnetic emissions regulations, wire should be shorter 
than 3m.

2�- Use M10 ring type terminal for the positive wire. Use M8 ring terminal for the negative wire. 
Check that the ring terminal pass through the cable gland prior to crimping. Pass the cable 
through the cable gland prior to crimping, if required.

3�- Connect the positive terminal taking care to ensure proper working :
 - Place the fuse in the stud.
 - Place the terminal.
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 - Tighten nut. Tightening torque: 10 - 12Nm.

TIGHTEN NUT 

M10 RING  TYPE  TERMINAL

FUSE

NUT 

M8  RING  TYPE  TERMINAL

Battery connection ( Positive terminal ) Battery connection ( Negative terminal )

Figure 15:Battery connection �

4�- Connect negative terminal.

5�- Check proper polarity.
In order to correct temperature dependent battery parameters, the use of an external NTC pro-
be is recommended.
A 10k, B25/100 = 3988 type NTC should be used.

The inverter will disable battery charger if there is no 10k NTC probe connected. A 10k resistor 
is included in the accessory bag, in order to allow the installer to setup the system.

Using the 10k resistor instead of a NTC probe may downgrade the battery perfor-
mance and battery life.

Follow these steps to connect the NTC probe:

1�-  Pass NTC cable through cable gland (min cable outer diameter 6mm), and tighten cable 
gland.

2�- Connect NTC probe terminals to 2-pole connector (supplied). (Figure 16)
Tightening torque: 0.22 - 0.25Nm.

3�- Place NTC sensing tip close to the battery to be sensed.

4�- Close the inverter cover before power up.

5�- NTC probe reading can ve checked at the display, under Values-battery.

The CirPower Hyb inverter can be installed in wet locations. 
In case of being installed in wet locations, battery voltage may be considered haz-
ardous voltage, and the battery must be installed inside an isolated enclosure. As 
well, an isolated  and certified (500Vrms min) NTC probe should be used.

Connect the battery cables when the other connections procedure is properly finished. 
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Figure 16:Connect NTC�

        5.6.- SOLAR PANEL CONNECTION

5�6�1 SOLAR PANEL ARRAY SIzING

Solar panels must have an IEC 61730 Class A rating.

PV modules should withstand a maximum system voltage not lower than 700 Vdc

Number of solar panels connected in series in an array must be carefully chosen taking into 
account the maximum DC voltage of the inverter, and must guarantee that the maximum solar 
panel array voltage is within inverter limits at any environmental condition. 

To properly size the panel array, avoiding damages to the inverter, and getting a good perfor-
mance of the inverter, follow these recommendations:

1�- Open circuit voltage of the solar panel array must be lower than the maximum DC voltage 
of the inverter (700V), even under low temperatures. A recommendation is that the open circuit 
voltage must be lower than the 80% of the maximum DC voltage of the inverter, at the lower 
working temperature.

2�- Maximum power point (MPP) voltage of the solar panel array must be higher than the min-
imum DC voltage of the MPPT range (180V), even under high temperatures. MPP voltage of 
the solar panel array must be higher, as well, than the minimum MPP voltage programmed at 
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the inverter.

3�- Solar modules used with the CirPower Hyb must have a maximum parasitic capacitance 
of  50nF/kWp.

5�6�2 SOLAR PANEL ARRAY CONNECTION

Figure 17: Solar panel array connection�

 Solar modules have always voltage at their connections, if exposed to sunlight.

Check that PV switch is off.

Before starting the procedure, be sure that the grid connection circuit 
breaker is switched off�
Signal and ensure that there is no re-connection by accident�

Solar panel array connection to the PV input of the CirPower Hyb inverter is done by quick plug 
MC4 connectors. These connectors are designed for this application, but it must be taken into 
account that they are not designed for being unplugged under load conditions. There is a DC 
switch to open the DC circuit before unplugging the MC4 connectors.

DC connectors are designed to handle a nominal current of 20 A.
Do not connect a PV string with shortcircuit current higher than 20A. 
Only connect PV strings to PV inputs.

In order to guarantee a proper crimping of the terminals, a specific tool from Mul-
tiContact must be used, and its instructions must be followed.

To connect the CirPower Hyb inverter to the solar panel array, follow these steps:

1�- Check that the grid connection circuit breaker is switched off and signaled.

2�- Check that the PV switch is off.

3�- Check that the wire polarity of the solar panel conductors is Ok, and that the open circuit 
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voltage is lower than the maximum DC voltage of the inverter.

Use proper  measurement equipment, CATII 1000V minimum

Do not reverse the polarity, and guarantee that the open circuit voltage is 
below the maximum allowed voltage� Fail to meet will damage the device�

 
4�- Check that PV wires (PV+ y PV-) are not connected to Earth.

Do not connect the solar panels to the inverter if there is any insulation damage.

5�- After ensuring all previous steps are Ok, connect the 4 MC4 connectors, as shown Figure 
18 and Figure 19.

Figure 18:Connect the 2 MC4 (PV+)�

Figure 19:Connect the 2 MC4 (PV-)�
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       5.7.-  INVERTER AND SOLAR PANELS EARTH GROUNDING

The CirPower Hyb is a transformerless inverter, without galvanic isolation 
between grid and solar panels� Therefore, solar panel active conductors 
(PV+, PV-) must not be connected to earth, and must be floating.

Take into account local regulations regarding solar panel protective grounding.

In the CirPower Hyb inverter, all metal parts are electrically connected to Earth, so it must be 
ensured that the Earth is properly connected to the grid connector (Line, Neutral and Earth).

To ensure the safety of persons, the Earth conductor must be connected to the 
installation Earth.

        5.8.- RS-485 CONNECTION

Figure 20: RS-485 connection�

To get access to the RS-485 connector, follow these steps:

1�- Unplug the AC grid connector. 

2�- Ensure the DC switch is off. 

3�- Unplug the solar panel connectors. Wait 15 minutes until DC bus link is completely dis-
char-ged. 

4�- Unscrew completely the front cover screws, using a 3mm Allen key (ISO 2936) (Figure 21).
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Figure 21:  Unscrew completely the front cover screws�

5�- Open the cover. (Figure 22).

Figure 22:Open the cover�

6�- Pass the RS-485 cable through the cable gland.
Cable gland torque: 3 ... 4 Nm.

7�- Route the RS-485 cable to the display, using the plastic guides (Figure 23).
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Figure 23:Route de RS-485 cable to the display�

8�- Plug the R-S485 connector to the female located at the bottom of the display (Figure 24).

Figure 24:RS485 connector�
RS-485 connector pin out: 

Table 6: RS-485 connector pin out�

RS-485 connector pin out

1 2 3

A B GND

9�- Close the inverter cover before power up.

The RS-485 connection is set up during the unit start-up procedure  (“6.2.- START-UP PROCE-
DURE”). 

1  2   3
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         5.9.- ETHERNET CABLE CONNECTION

Figure 25: Ethernet connection�

To get access to the Ethernet connector, follow these steps:

Before starting the procedure, be sure that the grid connection circuit 
breaker is switched off�
Signal and ensure that there is no re-connection by accident�

1�- Unplug the AC grid connector.

2�- Ensure the PV switch is off.

3�- Disconnect the battery.

4�- Unplug the solar panel connectors. Wait 15 minutes until DC bus link is completely dis-
charged.

5�- Unscrew completely the front cover screws, using a 3mm Allen key (ISO 2936) (Figure 26).

Figure 26:  Unscrew completely the front cover screws�
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6�- Open the cover. (Figure 27).

Figure 27:Open the cover�
7�- Pass the Ethernet cable through the cable gland. (Figure 28). After that, crimp the RJ45 plug.
Cable gland torque: 3 ... 4 Nm.

Figure 28: Pass the RJ45 plug through the cable gland�
8�- Plug the RJ45 connector to the female located at the rear of the display.

Figure 29: Plug the RJ45 connector to the female located at the rear of the display�
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 6�- COMMISSIONING 

There is a risk of electric shock and explosion� keep the main cover closed 
and fixed at any time.

        6.1.- COMMISSIONING

Before powering on the inverter, check that following conditions are met:

1�- Check that the installation is correct and that all instructions have been followed.

2�- The AC cable is properly connected.

3�- PV connectors are properly connected.

4�- Battery screws are properly tightened

5�- All cable glands have been tightened.

6�- Inverter front cover is closed and tightened.

7�- Check that the PV switch is OFF or locked.

8�- Check the external RCCB and circuit breaker are switched off.

Once all those steps are checked and correct:

1�- Connect the battery.

2�- Switch on the RCCB and the external circuit breaker.

3�- Switch on the PV switch, turning it clockwise until ON position (Figure 30).

Figure 30:Switch on the PV switch, turning it clockwise until ON position�

4�- Display will be powered on, and will show the initial screen, Figure 31�
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        6.2.- START-UP PROCEDURE

The initial screen of the device, Figure 31, is shown during several seconds, while the CirPower 
Hyb is performing a self-test

Figure 31: Initial screen�

To install the device the easiest possible way, first time the device is powered up, the display 
will show a setup wizard:

Step 1�- Standard and language selection

Select the country where the CirPower Hyb is installed. Applicable grid connection standard 
will be shown. Display language can be selected as well. Both options are independent.

Figure 32: Initial setup�
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Step 2�- Energy management strategy

Select the available sources of energy of the installation and check for any existing direct loads 
connected to the AC output of the device, see “7.2.- PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION”

Figure 33: Types of installations�

Step 3�- Topology of the system

If several devices share a battery, select the Shared battery option and, in the Network type 
section, choose whether the units will be connected to a single phase (Single-phase), or to 
different phases (Three-phase). See “7.3.- PARALLEL CONNECTIONS”

Figure 34: Topology of the system�

If you have not selected the Shared battery option, when you click on Next, the device will skip 
to “Step 4.- Management strategy”  

If you have selected the Shared battery option, it is necessary to set one device as a Master 
device and the rest as Slaves.
For a Master device, Figure 35, you have to select:

 Phase, the phase to which the device is connected.
 
 Parallel devices, you have to indicate how many devices are connected to each phase.
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Figure 35: Shutdown: Master device�

Each of the slave devices, Figure 36, has to be assigned a Modbus address, in sequence from 
address no. 2.

Example: in a system with 2 devices in phase 1(1 master + 1 slave) and 1 device in phase 2, 
the master device is given address no.1 by default and the slaves’ modbus addresses will be 
nos. 2 and 3.

Figure 36: Shutdown: Slave device�
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Step 4�- Management strategy

The unit will indicate the possible energy management strategies according to the type of instal-
lation that has been selected, see “7.2.1.- ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES”� 

Figure 37: Energy management strategy�

If you select the Off-Grid strategy pressing Next, the device jumps to “Step 8.- Battery selec-
tion”
If any other strategy has been selected, the screen in Figure 38 will be displayed if the device 
has been configured as the master, or the screen in Figure 39 will appear if the device has been 
configured as a slave.

Figure 38: Energy management strategy�
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Figure 39: Energy management strategy: Slave Device�

 Maximum allowed injection

Set maximum grid feed-in allowed power, as a % of the inverter power. 

For example, if you define a value of 25%, a maximum of 1000 W will be injected into the grid 
with a 4 kW CirPower Hyb.

This value can also be negative. 

With the Self-consumption, Peak Shaving and Backup strategies, a negative value defines 
a safety margin to guarantee that no power is injected into the grid, as a consequence of the 
measuring tolerances. 

Nota: With the Self-consumption and Peak Shaving, if you have selected the DIN VDE AR-N 
4105 Standard, only negative values will be accepted.

Note: With the Backup strategy and an installation without photovoltaic panels, only negative 
values will be accepted.

Step 5.- Enable and configure external meter

Select if there is an external power meter. If selected, it must be configured:

Note: The positive power values of the unit read by the external analyzer correspond to con-
sumed power values. If negative values are read by the analyzer, CirPower Hyb will assume 
that these values refer to generated power and will not cancel the indirect consumption.
If the value displayed on the screen of CirPower Hyb is negative, but the consumption of the 
installation is positive, you can correct it without modifying the installation parameters by apply-
ing a negative scale factor (Sign parameter shown in Figure 38)
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Now select the communications that will be used to communicate with the external analyser:  

• Ethernet (Modbus/TCP), 
• RS-485 (Modbus RTU), is a configuration with devices in parallel, only for master devices. 
• Master, only for slave devices.

In a configuration with devices in parallel, the load generation setpoints can be obtained in two 
ways:

 
 - Each device reads the consumption value individually, so each device should configure 
an analyser.

 - The master reads the consumption values and sends this information to the slave de-
vices. For this purpose, in each slave device, the Master device should be selected as 
the one that communicates with the external analyser.

The fact that the RS-485 bus is used for master/slave communication results in the following 
limitations:

 - The slaves cannot query a external analyser via RS-485, only via Ethernet.

- If a master is to use the RS-485 bus to communicate with an external analyser:

• The bus configuration must be 9600 - 8N1
• The external analyser’s address should be higher than the last address as-

signed to a slave 

 Ethernet (Modbus / TCP)

Set IP address and port of the external meter, Figure 40:

Figure 40: Strategy setup( Ethernet)�

Click on Next to open the Modbus parameter setup screen, Figure 42.
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 RS-485

If RS-485 is selected, you must configure the parameters of Figure 41.

   
Figure 41: Strategy setup (RS-485)�

Baud rate
Select the baud rate: 9600 or 19200.

Bits
Select the numbers of bits : 7 or 8.

Parity
Select the parity: None, Even or Odd.

Bits stop
Select the number of bits stop : 1 or 2.

Click on Next to open the Modbus parameter setup screen, Figure 42.

   
Figure 42: Strategy setup (Modbus)�
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Modbus peripheral No�
In a modbus network, each device has a unique address. 

 
Modbus address - size 
The inverter must read the active consumed power of the installation being measured by the 
external analyzer.
In this section, enter the modbus address where the external analyzer will save this value and 
the number of logs that must be read.
These data will appear the external meter communication documentation.
 
Adjustment factor
CirPower Hyb device needs to read the parameter as active power in Watts (W). But, it is  
possible that the external meter reading has different units (kW, for example). 
To convert between units, enter the proper scaling factor. 
For example:
  1000 to convert from kW to W; 
   0�1 to convert from tenths of watt to watts.

Sign
The power read by the external analyzer must have a positive sign to be understood by Cir-
Power Hyb as the consumed power. 
Activate this option if the external analyzer can return a negative value.
If a negative value is shown on the screen, CirPower Hyb will assume that this value refers to 
generated power and not compensate it. You can correct it by applying a negative scale factor.

Waiting time
Communications Timeout for retry to communicate with an external meter.

Note : The User tab on the Display values screen  (“8.3.3.- USER”), shows the value read from 
the external analyzer.

Step 6.- Configuration of the available power and charging from the grid

If you have selected the Automatic, Peak Shaving or Backup strategy, the available power 
and charging from the grid setup screen will appear, Figure 39, with the following setup param-
eters:

   
Figure 43: Energy management strategy (Available power)�
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 Available power

Note: This parameter is required in the Peak Shaving strategy; it does not have to be pro-
grammed in all other strategies.

This parameter is used to program the contracted power of the installation; with the Peak Shav-
ing strategy, the unit compensates the consumption peaks above this value, provided that the 
energy available in the system (solar panels or battery) allows this to be performed.

 Charge from grid enabled

When the enable charging from the grid option is selected, the unit allows you to program the 
parameter:

Maximum grid charge power
Maximum grid charging value of the power that can be consumed in the installation.

With the Peak Shaving strategy, this value must always be lower than the contracted power. 
Includes the consumption of direct loads connected to the AC output, consumption of indirect 
loads and consumption of CirPower Hyb to charge the battery from the grid.

Note: The charge from grid option can be disabled by default, depending on the selected type 
of installation and strategy.

Step 7.- Configuration of the battery charging period and SOC target

If you have selected the Peak Shaving strategy, the battery charging period and SOC target 
setup screen will be displayed, Figure 40.

   
Figure 44: Energy management strategy (Battery charging period)�

Programming these parameters will disable the option of charging the battery from the grid, if:

 - The battery charging period is out of the programmed charging time period.
 - The objective SOC has been reached.

 Start hour and End hour

These parameters are used to configure the time interval during which the battery can be 
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charged from the electrical network.
Entering a time period allows the user to adapt the battery charge to the consumption profile of 
the dwelling, in order to benefit from the off-peak hours of the electrical tariff to keep the battery 
charged.

 SOC Target

Select the desired SOC value of the battery, expressed as a %.

Step 8�- Battery selection

Select the type of battery from the drop-down menu (Figure 45).

Note: If no battery is selected, the inverter can only be configured as Self-consumption and 
Automatic.

  
Figure 45: Type of battery�

A battery can be configured so as not to appear in the list. To do so, select the Custom 48V 24 
cells option (Figure 46).

  
Figure 46: Type of battery: Custom�

The following parameters must be configured in the Custom battery setup screen.
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 C/10: Capacity (Ah), Battery capacity during discharge C/10.
 C/10: V disch (V), Cut-off voltage during discharge C/10.
 Cell Voltage: Float, Floating voltage of each cell.
 Cell Voltage: Absorption, Absorption voltage of each cell.
 Cell Voltage: Equ, Balancing voltage of each cell.

Note: These parameters appear in the battery datasheet.

Note: The default values correspond to OPzV batteries. If you do not know the values and your 
battery is compatible with this technology, you can use the default values.

It is strongly advised to enter the battery capacity under different discharge conditions:

 < C/10: Time (h), discharge time.
 < C/10: Capacity (Ah), Capacity of the battery during discharge with a discharge time of 
less than 10 hours.
 < C/10: V disch (V), Cut-off voltage during discharge for a discharge time of less than 10 
hours.
 > C/10: Time (h), discharge time.
 > C/10: Capacity (Ah), Capacity of the battery during discharge with a discharge time of 
more than 10 hours.
 > C/10: V disch (V), Cut-off voltage during discharge for a discharge time of more than 10 
hours.

Note: If you are not going to enter this information, set the Time variable to 0 and all other pa-
rameters will be disabled.

This information is used by the internal BMS to estimate the state of charge of the battery. 
Therefore, the more information is available, the more reliable the calculation of the SOC will 
be.  

If a Li-Ion battery has been selected with an external BMS, when you click on Next the screen 
in Figure 47 is displayed, where you have to enter the number of battery modules connected in 
parallel.

   
Figure 47: Battery setup: number of modules�
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Step 9�- Select battery parameters

Select battery parameters (Figure 48). (See “7.1.7.- BATTERY MANAGEMENT”)

  
Figure 48:Battery parameters�

SOC min. SOC value to enter into “empty battery” state and stop discharging the battery.

SOC rec. SOC value to allow battery discharging, and disable “empty battery” status. 

Max� bat� Capacity. This is the nominal maximum capacity of the battery. Default value is the 
value of the selected battery. It can be increased in multiples of the nominal value, to set the 
proper value in case modules of batteries are connected in parallel.

New Battery? 

Adapting the battery capacity value to the real capacity value is critical to get the maximum 
performance of the system. 
The inverter has adaptative algorithm that reduces the battery capacity during the life of the 
battery, ensuring that it is not fully discharged, avoiding battery degradation.

The New battery? option must be selected during the installation start-up procedure, or when 
the battery is replaced with a new one, to reset the adaptive algorithm.

An example of the advantages of the adaptive algorithm is shown below:

Assuming an ideal battery that is not degraded and has an initial capacity of 100 Ah.
Discharge of 40% of the SOC is allowed during normal use, that is, discharge of 60 Ah.
After this amount is discharged, there are still 40 Ah remaining in the battery, that is, an SOC 
of 40%.

In a real battery, degradation can reduce battery capacity to 80 Ah, so that after a discharge of 
40% of SOC (60 Ah) only 20 Ah would remain in the battery, that is, an SOC of 25%.
An SOC of 25% is insufficient power for operation and could cause much higher battery deg-
radation.

If the adaptive algorithm is not applied, the inverter works with a real battery but under the as-
sumption of ideal battery conditions. Operation at 25% of SOC is allowed, given the assumption 
that this is actually 40%.
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 Maximum charging current 

Note: This parameter is required if you have selected a Custom battery.

The maximum charging current of the battery can be limited below the default values, according 
to the type of battery selected.

The limitation is established on a percentage of the maximum load current.
The value of the resulting current appears under the variable.

Note: The maximum charging current programmed cannot exceed the maximum values of the 
selected unit or battery.

 Maximum discharging current

Note: This parameter is required if you have selected a Custom battery.

The maximum discharge current of the battery can be limited to values established below the 
default values, according to the type of battery selected.

This parameter is very useful in environments in which the battery discharges very quickly and 
the discharge current needs to be limited, with the intention, for example, of reducing the num-
ber of battery charging and discharging cycles.

The limitation is established on a percentage of the maximum discharge current.
The value of the resulting current appears under the variable.

Note: The maximum discharging current programmed cannot exceed the maximum values of 
the selected unit or battery.

 Complete charge period. 

It is possible to the periodicity for trying to perform complete charges. 
A value 0 disables the complete charge.
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Step 10�- Selection of the Date and Time

Select the Time, Date and Time zone of the place where the unit is installed  (Figure 49).

  
Figure 49: Date and time�

If you enable the Internet Time option, the unit will be synchronised with the time of the Web 
server to which it is connected.

Once finished the initial setup, the main screen is shown, Figure 50. 

Figure 50: Main screen�
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 7�- OPERATION

CirPower Hyb Hybrid inverter is an 4kW inverter for the power management.

The integrated PC and RS-485 and Ethernet interface allows remote management of the de-
vice.  

PV input connection, with MPPT algorithm, allow the connection of 2 PV panels strings. Includ-
ed DC breaker and MC4 connectors reduce the installation costs, as no external elements are 
required.

AC Output can be used to supply secured loads that will be kept powered in the event of a grid 
power failure, using the solar or battery power . Patented seamless transfer from grid-tied to 
off-grid mode, and vice-versa, ensure critical loads connected to “Ac Output” suffer no power 
outage under any conditions. A transfer time of less than 60 ms, guarantee there is no overvolt-
age neither voltage cuts, allowing maximum stability to connected loads.

48V batteries can be connected to battery connector. Batteries can be used to store energy 
from Solar or Grid. Storage strategy can be selected at the start-up assistant. Included fuse 
ease the task of wiring and connecting the battery. A battery management system for Lead-Ac-
id batteries is included in the inverter. Just select the battery manufacturer and model during 
start-up assistant, and the CirPower Hyb hybrid inverter will set the proper battery parameters. 

AC Input gives the CirPower Hyb Hybrid inverter the possibility to work as a certified grid-tied 
inverter. Included B-type RCB and pluggable connector reduce installation costs and time.

Using the capabilities of the embedded PC and communication interfaces, self-consumption 
algorithms are implemented, so, zero-current injection to the grid can be achieved. Battery stor-
age capability maximizes self-consumption of solar power, accumulating the excess of solar 
power, and using it when solar generation is lower than consumption. 

Many power management strategies are implemented in the CirPower Hyb Hybrid inverter to 
suit the user needs. From off-grid to pure grid-tied applications, any possible scenario can be 
solved by the CirPower Hyb Hybrid inverter.
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        7.1.- DEFINITIONS

7�1�1�- MINIMUM/MAxIMUM START VOLTAGE, AND MINIMUM STOP CURRENT

The minimum start voltage is the minimum voltage the inverter needs from the solar panel to 
start injection into the grid and/or batteries. 

The maximum start voltage is the voltage of the PV panels that cannot be exceeded to start 
injecting power into the grid and/or batteries.

If the PV voltage is within the minimum and maximum limits, and the inverter or the battery 
charger are ready to operate, the solar converter checks the solar panel insulation resistance. 
If the value is ok, the PV relay is closed and the inverter starts extracting energy from the solar 
panels and injecting into the AC grid and/or batteries.  

Once the inverter is extracting energy from the solar panels, if the solar panel current drops 
below the value set at minimum stop current during 40 seconds, the inverter stops. It will wait 
the period defined at “PV waiting time” and after this, it will try to start again.

7�1�2�- VOLTAGE AND FREqUENCY VALUES TO CONNECT TO THE GRID

Due to local regulations, the values of voltage and frequency of the grid must be between de-
fined limits during a certain time before connection to the grid.
If these conditions are not met, the display shows the message “Grid values out of limits” and 
will stay disconnected from the grid until the values are correct.

7�1�3�- MEAN AC GRID VALUE

Due to VDE AR-N 4105, to guarantee the quality of the grid, it is mandatory to check, at least 
every 3 seconds, that the mean value of the voltage, during the last 10 minutes is not over the 
110% of the nominal grid value.
If this failure happens, the inverter stops injecting into the grid and shows the warning message 
“Grid voltage too high”.

7�1�4�- MPPT (Maximum power point tracking)

The CirPower Hyb has a solar panel maximum power point tracking algorithm. Solar panels 
maximum power changes depending on solar irradiance and temperature, therefore, to get the 
maximum power from the panel, the maximum power point should be checked continuously.

The inverter can detect local maximum points due to partial shadows over the solar panel array. 
It is done by sweeping regularly all the MPPT voltage range, and ensures that it is always work-
ing at the MPP of the solar installation. The sweep frequency can be enabled by the parameter 
“MPPT sweeping frequency” : values different than 0 enable the the detection of local maxi-
mum points and define the period of time between two consecutive sweeps.

7�1�5�- ANTI-ISLANDING PROTECTION

There is a continuous AC grid monitoring system, to detect the creation of isolated grid “is-
lands”, and to proceed to de-energize the grid and disconnect from the grid.
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Implemented anti-islanding uses passive methods to monitor the grid voltage and frequency. 
It uses as well active methods that react facing any grid failure, and stop and disconnect the 
inverter in the time regulated by the local standard.
Voltage and frequency values, and reaction time values depend on local regulations. Therefore, 
during the start-up procedure is important to select the country properly, and guarantee that 
local regulations are met.

Anti-islanding disconnection limits should not be modified at any time, only at special installa-
tions that may require it. So, they are parameters protected with the advanced installer pass-
word. This password is not delivered with the shipment of the inverter, and must be requested 
to the manufacturer.

7�1�6�- RCMU CALIBRATION (Residual Current Monitor Unit)

RCMU (Residual Current Monitor Unit) manufacturer recommend to perform a daily calibration 
of the monitor.

The solar converter stops at dusk, due to the low solar irradiation. During the night, CirPower 
Hyb hybrid performs a calibration of the RCMU.  If calibration values are outside limits or cali-
bration fails for any unexpected reason, a calibration alarm is shown as “Calibration error”.

If due to some reason, a daily calibration is not performed, CirPower Hyb stops and shows a 
“Daily calibration alarm”. When an alarm reset is executed, a RCMU calibration will be per-
formed.

7�1�7�- BATTERY MANAGEMENT (BMS)

CirPower Hyb device has a battery management system for Lead-Acid batteries and their 
derivatives.

7�1�7�1�- Battery levels

SOC (State of Charge)

SOC value is a calculation of the status of charge of the battery and the remaining capacity.

SOC Min

SOC Min is the minimum SOC value. The inverter will disable the discharge below this value. 
The device will enter in “empty battery” state.

SOC Rec

SOC Rec is the SOC value that allows to exit “empty battery” state. It will mean an hysteresis 
between activation and de-activation of the “empty battery” mode.

Self-adjustement SOC to 100%

SOC value is an estimated value, that is calculated starting from a known SOC value, and bat-
tery capacity, and depending on the battery charge/discharge cycles.
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During the charge/discharge process, there is measurement uncertainty that produces a meas-
urement mismatch that accumulates over time. The consequence is a different value between 
real SOC value and calculated SOC value.
To solve that issue, the CirPower Hyb self-adjust the SOC to 100% when it detects that the 
battery is fully charged. Conditions to do it are:

  Battery voltage = Absorption voltage.
  Battery current  < Minimum absorption current.

Self-adjustement 
SOC to 100%

Battery current

Battery SOC

Battery voltage

A

%

V

Figure 51:Battery SOC�

7�1�1�2�- Charge stages

CirPower Hyb BMS (Battery Management System) has a battery charge management based 
on 4 stages:

  Bulk
 Absorption
 Floating
  Storage

An ideal battery charge will mean to have enough energy to keep constant the voltage/current 
parameters during a period of time. In real life, energy availability depends on parameters out 
of our control (system strategy, generation capacity…) so the BMS will try to get that “ideal” 
charge, but the final result will depend on the installation conditions at that time.
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Charge stages:

Bulk

Bulk charge is performed when the battery voltage is lower than the absorption voltage. During 
this stage, the goal of the inverter is to keep the charging current constant.
This stage finishes when the battery reaches the absorption voltage.

Absorption

At this stage, the constant current control (bulk) swaps to a constant voltage control. The Cir-
Power Hyb keeps the battery voltage at the programmed absorption.
Charging current requested by the battery goes down, until it passes the absorption-stage cur-
rent threshold.

Floating

It is performed at the end of a complete charge. It keeps the battery voltage at a certain level 
(floating voltage) that gives the power to the battery to balance the battery self-discharge.

Storage

The storage stage is done at the end of a partial charge. In this case, the battery is kept at a 
battery voltage close to the “no-load” voltage. At this stage, the self-discharge losses are not 
balanced, but it reduces the battery cells gassing. 

7�1�7�3�- Charging types

During charging and dischargind, gases are released by Lead-Acid batteries.
To avoid injuries, it is mandatory to ensure that batteries have venting elements, 
they are in good conditions, and that the installation meets the local regulations 

Complete charge

To maximize battery life, battery manufacturers may recommend performing complete charges, 
targeting the recovery of the battery chemistry. A complete charge means to keep the battery at 
the absorption voltage for a long time period.
CirPower Hyb devices has the ability to program periodic complete charges.

When the battery is fully charged, the cancellation of the direct and indirect load will be affected 
in the Self-consumption (“7.2.1.2.- Self-consumption”) strategy. The direct and indirect loads 
will be canceled only with the surplus solar energy not absorbed by the battery.

Partial charge

Depending on the battery application, it may be advisable not to perform complete charges 
every time there is a discharge, in order to improve battery performance and reduce gassing 
effects. In this case, CirPower Hyb offers a partial charge mode that reduces absorption time 
and finishes the charging process at SOC 95%.
In case of doing partial charges, it is recommended to setup periodic complete charges. Other-
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wise, battery capacity will be reduced due to battery components degradation. 

The type of battery charge is selected during the device start-up procedure  (see “6.2.- START-
UP PROCEDURE  : Step 9.- Select battery parameters”)

7�1�7�4�- Battery management with an external BMS

The device features a battery management system (BMS) for lead-based batteries. However, 
external BMSs can be used to allow the use of CirPower Hyb with other battery technologies.

If you select a battery that requires an external BMS, CirPower Hyb will automatically disable 
the internal battery management system and request the setup parameters required to commu-
nicate with the external BMS.
These communications can be established via RS-485.

There are some limitations associated with the use of RS-485 to communicate with the BMS 
in relation to the communications with external analyzers (device number, baud rate...), since 
they will share the same data bus. If there are any incompatibilities with the configuration of the 
external analyzer, CirPower Hyb will warn the user, providing information about the incompat-
ibility and interrupt the configuration process until the problem has been solved.

7�1�8�- STANDBY MODES

CirPower Hyb features different standby modes, according to the type of installation and sys-
tem conditions.

7�1�8�1�- Installation with photovoltaic panels (Solar) and Batteries

Table 7: Standby modes (Type off installation: Solar and batteries)�

Energy 
management 

strategy(1)
Battery SOC START/STOP

keys

Type of installation
Direct 
loads

AC 
Grid Solar Battery

St
an

db
y 

M
od

e

Off 1 - -    No -

Yes Yes

Off 2 - -.   Yes No

Night 1 - SOC < SOC Min.   - No

Night 2 Self-consumption
AutoBackup SOC < SOC Min.   No Yes

Night 3 Automatic
Backup SOC > SOC Min.   No No

(1) See 7.2.1.- ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

7�1�8�1�1�- Off 1 and Off 2 mode

If the     key is in   position more than 30 consecutive minutes, the inverter will 
move to standby mode.
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These standby modes have the following functions:

Off 1, prevents unnecessary consumption from the AC network. If no AC network is available, 
it prevents the deep discharge of the battery.

Off 2, prevents the deep discharge of the battery.

Note:
The power supply of the device is forced to switch off and the only way to wake up again the 
inverter by pressing the display power switch. It is not possible to connect remotely to the 
device.

7�1�8�1�2� -  Night modes

In these modes, the device is shut down during the night period under determined system con-
ditions persisting for more than 10 minutes. 
The device will start automatically the next morning. 

The purpose of these standby modes is to reduce the AC network consumption or prevent the 
deep discharge of the battery.

Note:
During the night the power supply of the device will be switched off and it is not possible to 
connect remotely to the device. 
It will wake up again the following morning. During the night,  the device can be switched-on by 
pressing the display power switch for 3  seconds. After 10 minutes it will be switched off again.

 Night 1

In case there is no AC network available, the device does not have to be left on overnight if the 
SOC of the battery is very low, since any attempt of the battery to supply enough energy to the 
AC loads can lead to the deep discharge of the battery. 
The power supply will be switched off during the night period if the system conditions are main-
tained for more than 10 minutes.

 Night 2

For the Self-consumption and AutoBackup strategies, the device does not have to be kept 
on overnight if the battery’s SOC is very low, since the batteries cannot supply enough energy 
to cancel direct and/or indirect loads. Therefore, energy does not have to be consumed from 
the AC network. 
The power supply will be switched off during the night period if the system conditions are main-
tained for more than 10 minutes.

 Night 3

In the Automatic and Backup strategies, the device does not have to be kept on overnight if 
there is no AC network available and there are no direct loads connected to the device.
If the system conditions are maintained for more than 10 minutes, the power supply will be 
switched off during the night to prevent the deep discharge of the battery.
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7�1�8�2�- Installation without photovoltaic panels (Solar)

Table 8: Standby modes (Type of installation: Without solar)�

Energy 
management 

strategy(1)
Battery SOC START/STOP

keys

Type of installation
Direct 
loads

AC 
Grid Solar Battery

St
an

db
y 

M
od

e Off 1 - -    No -

No -Off 2 - -.   Yes No

Off 3 - SOC = 0%   - No
(1) See 7.2.1.- ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

7�1�8�2�1�- Off 1 and Off 2 mode

If the     key is in the position   for more than 30 minutes, the inverter will be set 
to the standby mode.
These standby modes have the following functions:

 Off 1, prevents unnecessary consumption in the AC network. If no AC network is availa-
ble, it prevents the deep discharge of the battery.

 Off 2, prevents the deep discharge of the battery.

Note:
In these modes, the power supply of the device is disconnected and the only way to start the 
inverter again is by pressing the ON/OFF switch on the display. 
The system cannot establish the remote connection to the device.

7�1�8�2�2�- Off 3 mode

If no AC network is available and the battery reaches a SOC of 0% for more than 10 minutes, 
the inverter will be set to the standby mode to avoid the deep discharge of the battery. 

Note:
In these modes, the power supply of the device is disconnected and the only way to start the 
inverter again is by pressing the ON/OFF switch on the display. 
The system cannot establish the remote connection to the device.
You can start the device by holding down the ON/OFF switch on the display for 3 seconds. The 
device will be turned off again if the system conditions remain unchanged for 10 minutes.
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7�1�8�3�- Installation without a battery

Table 9:  Standby modes (Type of installation: Without battery)�

Energy 
management 

strategy(1)

START/STOP
keys

Type of installation
Direct 

loads (2)
AC 

Grid Solar Battery

St
an

db
y 

M
od

e Off 1 -    No Yes

- NoOff 2 -   - No No

Night -   No Yes

(1) See 7.2.1.- ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
(2) If a battery is not used, direct charging from an AC output is not required.

7�1�8�3�1�- Off 1 mode

If the    key is in the position  for more than 30 minutes, the inverter will be set 
to the standby mode.
The purpose of this standby mode is to prevent unnecessary consumption from the AC network.

Note:
In these modes, the power supply of the device is disconnected and the only way to start the 
inverter again is by pressing the ON/OFF switch on the display. 
The system cannot establish the remote connection to the device.

7�1�8�3�2�- Off 2 Mode

With devices that do not have new batteries, if the AC network is not available, the device will 
be stopped instantaneously due to the lack of electric supply. 
The device will be switched on again after the AC network voltage is reconnected.

Note:
The system cannot establish the remote connection to the device.

7�1�8�3�3�- Night Mode

Devices that do not use batteries do not have to be on during the night if they are not performing 
main functions, thus avoiding any unnecessary consumption from the AC network.

Note:
In this mode, the power supply of the unit is disconnected and the only way to start the invert-
er again is by pressing the ON/OFF switch on the display. 
You can start the decive by holding down the ON/OFF switch on the display for 3 seconds. The 
device will be turned off again if the system conditions remain unchanged for 10 minutes.
It will be switched on again on the next morning.
The system cannot establish the remote connection to the device.
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        7.2.- OPERATING PRINCIPLE

CirPower Hyb Hybrid inverter work automatically and there is no need for user interaction. Dis-
play shows inverter status, allowing the user to know which working mode is using the inverter 
at any time.

CirPower Hyb works as an energy manager system, handling the power flows between solar 
panels, batteries, loads and grid. The way of handling depends on the selected control strategy 
and the status of the battery.

The energy management strategy depends on the type of installation. i.e., the type of sources 
of energy available in the installation and whether there are direct loads connected to the AC 
output of the device or not.

Table 10 can be used to determine the energy management strategies that can be selected for 
the unit, according to the type of installation.

Table 10: Management strategy, according to the type of installation�

Type of installation Energy management strategies

A
C

 G
rid

So
la

r

B
at

te
ry

D
ire

ct
 lo

ad
s

O
ff-

G
rid

Se
lf-

C
on

su
m

pt
io

n

A
ut

om
at

ic

Pe
ak

 
Sh

av
in

g

B
ac

ku
p

A
ut

o 
ba

ck
up

Yes Yes Yes No -     
Yes Yes No No(1) -   - - -
Yes No Yes Yes - -    
Yes No Yes No - - -  - -
No Yes Yes Yes  - - - - -
Yes Yes Yes Yes      

(1) If a battery is not used, direct charging from an AC output is not required.

7�2�1�- ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

7�2�1�1�- Off-Grid

Off-Grid strategy disconnects the device from the grid, keeping the grid relays opened all the 
time. The device will work the same way, and will keep the relay opened, regardless of the 
presence of grid voltage.

To maximize life of battery, the device has a programmable hysteresis, that defines the connec-
tion and disconnection of the loads (AC Out) regarding the state of charge (SOC) of the battery.
Starting from a discharged battery (SOC < SOC Min), the device won’t connect the loads until 
the SOC is higher than the SOC Rec parameter. Once the SOC passes that threshold, the de-
vice exits the status of “empty battery”, and will keep the battery connected until the SOC goes 
below SOC Min parameter. At that point, the device enters again in “Empty battery” status.
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Energy from solar panels will be used:

 When loads are connected

 - To supply the loads.
 - If there is an excess, to charge the battery.
 - If battery does not allow further charging (SOC 100%), the PV generation is reduced.

 When loads are not connected:

 - To charge the battery.
 - If generation exceeds charging capacity, the PV generation is reduced.

In this mode, the power required to supply the loads must not exceed the maximum capacity 
of the device.

If the loads require more power than the maximum capacity of the inverter, the device will 
reduce the output voltage, to try to keep the loads supplied, until a value of 230 V - 15 % : 
195�5 V. If the power required by the loads exceeds the maximum capacity of the inverter, even 
after reducing the output voltage, the device will disconnect the loads. 

The device will connect the loads again after 30 seconds. If the loads continue to request more 
power than the maximum capacity, the device will disconnect the loads again. If there are more 
than 10 attempts per hour, an alarm will be generated and manual rearming will be required.

Energy from batteries will be used:

 To power direct loads, if there is not PV generation.

7�2�1�2�- Self-consumption

In this mode, the priority of the inverter is to cancel the loads, both, the connected to AC Out 
(direct loads) and the loads measured by an external monitor (indirect loads). In case of grid 
failure, the device will keep powered the AC Out loads.

Inverter

Battery Direct loads Indirect loads

External power meter

Grid

Figure 52: Energy management strategies: Self-consumption�

If the SOC of the battery is below SOC Min, the inverter will enter into “empty battery” status, 
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and will stay into that status until SOC passes “SOC Rec” value.
The AC generation process will be stopped if the inverter is in the “Empty battery” status and 
the system detects that there is no surplus energy in the solar panels. 
The AC generation process will perform periodic start-up attempts to detect possible photovol-
taic energy surpluses.

Between SOC Min and SOC Rec, it will use the energy of the solar panel to charge the battery 
and, if there is surplus solar energy, the AC generation option will be activated and used to 
cancel the loads. 

Discharging the battery will be allowed after reaching SOC Rec value.

Energy from solar panels will be used:

 To cancel the loads power consumption (direct and external),
 If there is an excess, to charge the battery,

Energy from batteries will be used:

 To cancel the loads power consumption, if there is not enough PV generation, and the bat-
tery is not in “empty battery” state.

In case of grid failure, the supply of direct loads will depend on the status of the battery (SOC), 
and will have the same behaviour as described in the “Off-Grid” mode. (“7.2.1.1.- Off-Grid”)

In case of grid failure, the device will open the grid relays, won’t take into account the external 
loads, and will cancel only the direct loads power consumption.

7�2�1�3�- Automatic

Depending on the SOC of the battery, the inverter will charge the batteries or will feed into the 
grid, looking for a simple management that will guarantee maximum autonomous operation in 
Off-Grid mode, trying to avoid limiting PV generation.

Battery

Inverter
Grid

Indirect loadsDirect loads

Figure 53:Energy management strategies: Automatic�

Energy from solar panels will be used:

 To charge the battery;
 If there is an excess, it will be fed into the grid.
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 If there is an excess, it will limit the solar generation.

In case of grid failure, the supply of direct loads will depend on the status of the battery (SOC), 
and will have the same behaviour as described in the “Off-Grid” mode (“7.2.1.1.- Off-Grid”).

Battery

Inverter
Grid

Indirect loadsDirect loads

Figure 54:Energy management strategies: Automatic (Grid failure)�

Note : Due to VDE AR-N4105 regulation restrictions, in case of selecting that standard, and 
working in Automatic mode, there shouldn’t be direct loads connected (AC Out output). Con-
nection direct loads may lead to non-compliance with regulation.

7�2�1�4�- Peak Shaving

In this strategy, the priority is to provide support to the electrical network by limiting the con-
sumption peaks, with the purpose of maintaining the consumption of the installation below the 
contracted power. 

In the event of network failure, the device will maintain the power supply of the loads at the AC 
output.  

The supply of direct loads will depend on the state of charge of the battery (SOC) and it will 
behave as described in the Isolated strategy (“7.2.1.1.- Off-Grid”). The unit will open the network 
relays, not take into account the external loads and only cancel the consumption of energy from 
direct loads.

If there are no photovoltaic panels in the installation, the unit will be configured automatically to 
charge batteries from the grid. The maximum power consumption can be limited in this case.

The difference between the Power consumed in the installation (direct and indirect loads) 
and Contracted power, and the State of charge of the battery will be used to define the oper-
ating mode of the unit:
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A�- Power consumption > Contracted power

Battery

Inverter

External power meter

Grid

Indirect loadsDirect loads

Figure 55:Energy management strategies: Peak Shaving�

The energy supplied from the photovoltaic panels will be used:

 To compensate the difference between consumed power and contracted power.
 To charge the battery if there is surplus energy.
 To cancel all consumption, if there is surplus energy.
 If there is surplus energy and the configuration allows the energy to be injected into the 
grid, it will inject it into the grid. Otherwise, the generation of photovoltaic energy will be limited.

The energy supplied by the batteries will be used:

 To compensate the difference between consumed power and contracted power when there 
is insufficient photovoltaic energy and the battery is not in the “Empty battery” state.

B�- Battery state of charge

If the SOC of the battery is below the SOC Min, the unit will be set to the “Empty battery” 
status and remain with this status until the SOC exceeds the “SOC Rec” value.

The battery cannot be charged from the electrical network in the “Empty battery” state. In this 
case, the AC generation process will be stopped if it is detected that there is no surplus energy 
in the solar panel. 

Between SOC Min and SOC Rec, CirPowerHyb will use the energy of the solar panel to charge 
the battery and, if there is surplus solar energy, the AC generation option will be activated and 
used to cancel the loads. The battery can be discharged after the SOC Rec value is reached.
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C�- Power consumption < Contracted power

Battery

Inverter

External power meter

Grid

Indirect loadsDirect loads

Figure 56:Energy management strategies: Peak Shaving�

The energy supplied from the photovoltaic panels will be used:

To charge the battery.
To cancel consumption, if there is surplus energy.
If there is surplus energy and the configuration allows the energy to be injected into the grid, 
it will inject it into the grid. Otherwise, the generation of photovoltaic energy will be limited.

If the option to charge from the grid is enabled, the batteries will also be charged from the elec-
trical network (also maintaining the loads from the photovoltaic panels), provided that these two 
conditions are met:

 Consumption is lower than the contracted power during a minimum of at least two minutes.
The system is operating in the time period enabled by the user to charge batteries from the 
grid and the objective SOC has not been reached.

7�2�1�5�- Backup

In this strategy, the priority is to keep the battery charged at all times, since CirPower Hyb is 
operating as a UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply system).

If there are no photovoltaic panels in the installation, the battery will only be charged from the 
AC network; the maximum power consumption of the battery can be configured.
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Battery

Inverter

External power meter

Grid

Indirect loadsDirect loads

>>>

Figure 57:Energy management strategies: Backup�

The energy supplied from the photovoltaic panels will be used:

 To charge the battery.
 If the battery is at full charge, it will cancel the consumption of all direct and indirect loads.
 If there is surplus energy and the configuration allows the energy to be injected into the grid, 
it will inject it into the grid. Otherwise, the generation of photovoltaic energy will be limited.

The battery will not be discharged while CirPower Hyb is connected to the AC network. 

In the event of network failure, the unit will maintain the power supply of the loads at the AC 
output. The supply of direct loads will depend on the state of charge of the battery (SOC) and 
it will behave as described in the Off-Grid strategy (“7.2.1.1.- Off-Grid.”). The unit will open the 
network relays, not take into account the external loads and only cancel the consumption of 
energy from direct loads.

7�2�1�6�- AutoBackup

In this mode, the inverter’s priority is to cancel the loads connected to the AC output (direct 
loads). In the event of a power failure, the unit will maintain the power supply of the loads at the 
AC output.

The loads measured by an external analyser (indirect loads) will only be cancelled if there is a 
surplus of PV power generated that cannot be absorbed by the batteries.
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Inverter

Battery Direct loads Indirect loads

External power meter

Grid

Figure 58: Energy management strategies: Auto backup�

7�2�1�7�- Summary of the strategies

Strategies priority order when the CirPower Hyb is connected to the grid:
Table 11: Strategies priority order when the CirPower Hyb is connected to the grid�

Strategies Priority order Other considerations

O
ff-

G
rid

1� To supply the direct loads with no connection to the grid 
from the solar panels.
2� To supply the direct loads with no connection to the grid 
from the battery.
In case the power from the solar panels is not enough to 
supply the direct loads.
3� To charge the battery from the solar panels.
In case the power from the solar panels are higher than the 
direct loads consumption.
4� Limit the solar generation.
In case the power from the solar panels is higher than the 
direct loads consumption and the batteries are fully charged

The battery is never 
charged from the grid.
No energy is fed into the 
grid (only load consump-
tion cancellation).
External loads consump-
tions are not cancelled

Se
lf-

co
ns

um
pt

io
n 1� To cancel the loads power consumption (direct and ex-

ternal).
2� To charge the battery from the solar panels.
In case the power from the solar panels is higher than the 
loads power consumption (direct and external)
3� Limit the solar generation
 In case the power from the solar panels is higher than the 
loads power consumption and the battery is fully charged

The battery is never 
charged from the grid
Energy will only be in-
jected into the grid if a 
positive injection per-
centage has been con-
figured for the Maximum 
admissible injection; 
otherwise, only the con-
sumption of loads will be 
cancelled.
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Table 11 (Continuation): Strategies priority order when the CirPower Hyb is connected to the grid�

Strategies Priority order Other considerations
A

ut
om

at
ic

1� To charge the battery from the solar panels.
2� To charge the battery from the grid.
 In case the power from the solar panels is not enough to 
charge the battery.
3� Feed energy from solar panels into the grid.
In case the battery is fully charged
4� Limit the solar generation.
In case the power from the solar panels is higher than the 
maximum admissible power into the grid and the battery is 
fully charged

Battery is not discharged 
while CirPower Hyb is 
connected to grid.
The grid power con-
sumption can be limited.

Pe
ak

 S
ha

vi
ng

1� Limit the load consumption peaks.
2� Charge batteries from solar panels.
3� Charge batteries from the grid. 
If there is insufficient solar panel power to charge the bat-
teries and there are no consumption peaks in the grid.
4� Cancel local and external loads. 
If the solar panel power is higher than the consumption 
peaks and the battery is full.
5� Reduce the power of the solar panels. 
If the solar power is higher than the local and external loads 
and the battery is full.

Energy will only be in-
jected into the grid if a 
positive injection per-
centage has been con-
figured for the Maximum 
admissible injection; 
otherwise, only the con-
sumption of loads will be 
cancelled. 
Batteries can be op-
tionally charged from 
the grid. The grid power 
consumption can be lim-
ited.

B
ac

ku
p

1� Charge batteries from solar panels.
2� Charge batteries from the grid.  
If the solar panel energy is insufficient to charge the battery.
3� Cancel local and external loads. 
If the battery is full.
4� Reduce the power of the solar panels. 
If the power of the solar panels is higher than the power of 
the local and external loads and the battery is full.

The battery will not be 
discharged while Cir-
Power Hyb is connect-
ed to the AC network. 
The grid power con-
sumption can be limited.
Energy will only be in-
jected into the grid if a 
positive injection per-
centage has been con-
figured for the Maximum 
admissible injection; 
otherwise, only the con-
sumption of loads will be 
cancelled.

A
ut

ob
ac

ku
p

1� Cancel local loads.
2� Charge the battery from the solar panels
If the power from the solar panels is not higher than the 
power from the direct loads.
3� Cancel indirect loads.
4� Reduce the power of the solar panels. 
If the power from the solar panels is higher than the power 
from the local and external loads and the battery is full and 
the regulations forbid injecting more power into the grid.

The battery is not 
charged from the grid.
Energy will only be in-
jected into the grid if a 
positive injection per-
centage has been con-
figured for the Maximum 
admissible injection; 
otherwise, only the con-
sumption of loads will be 
cancelled.
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Strategies priority order when the CirPower Hyb has not the grid available:
Table 12: Strategies priority order when the CirPower Hyb has not the grid available�

Strategies Priority order Other considerations
O

ff-
G

rid
Se

lf-
co

ns
um

pt
io

n
A

ut
om

at
ic

1� To supply the direct loads from the solar panels.
2� To supply the direct loads from the battery.
In case the power from the solar panels is not enough to 
supply the direct loads.
3� To charge the battery from the solar panels.
 In case the power from the solar panels are higher than 
the direct loads consumption
4� Limit the solar generation
In case the power from the solar panels is higher than the 
direct loads consumption and the battery is fully charged.

No energy is fed into the 
grid (only load consump-
tion cancellation)
External loads consump-
tions are not cancelled

        7.3.- PARALLEL CONNECTIONS

It is possible to connect several CirPower Hybs, sharing a single battery. For this type of con-
nection, one of the devices is configured as the Master and the rest as Slaves.

All of the devices can be connected to a single phase or to different phases.

When multiple devices are connected in parallel, there are various methods to enable them to 
communicate with an external analyser:

  Via Ethernet, the master queries the external analyser via Ethernet (Modbus/TCP) 
and the slaves receive the setpoints from the master via RS-485.

L1

- +

L2
L3

RS-485

Ethernet

MasterSlaveSlave

Figure 59: Connection to a single phase� Connected to an analyser through the master, via Ethernet�
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  Via Ethernet, each device queries an external analyser via Ethernet (Modbus/TCP).

L1

- +

L2

L3

RS-485

Ethernet

MasterSlaveSlave

Figure 60: Connection to different phases� Individually connected to the analyser via Ethernet�

 Via RS-485, the master queries the external analyser via RS-485 (Modbus RTU) and 
the slaves receive the setpoints from the master.

L1

- +

L2
L3

RS-485

MasterSlaveSlave

Figure 61: Connection to different phases� Connected to an analyser through the master, via RS-485�

The AC output should never be connected in parallel or be used to power three-
phase loads.

Note : If the AC output is connected in parallel, the slave devices should be configured “with-
out isolated loads”. So the AC output is disconnected during gridless operation.

A failure to follow these instructions may result in damage to loads or devices.
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         7.4.- DISPLAY 

A 3.5” TFT display is located at the front of the device, and shows the status, actual values and 
alarms or warning messages.

Figure 62: Display�

The display enters into power-saving mode 10 minutes after the last touch action. To power it 
on again, just touch the display. The screen shown will be the last screen before going to pow-
er-saving mode.

If the inverter is stopped (no solar panel voltage, for example, at night) and the user want 
to power-on the display, it can be done by pressing the “Display power-on push button”, at 
point “5.1.- Electrical connections”, and the display will be powered on.

Display is divided into three areas (Figure 63):

246
246

Upper area

 

Central area

Lower area

Figure 63:Display is divided into three areas�

7�4�1�- UPPER AREA

Figure 64: Upper area�
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This zone shows :
 
  Inverter status.

  Keys  , , , when required.
Table 13: keys in upper area�

key Touch

Starts the grid injection.

Stops the grid injection.

Restart the device after an alarm.

7�4�2�- CENTRAL AREA

246
246

Upper area

 

Central area

Lower areaFigure 65: Central area�

This area shows a diagram of the installation. The performance and status of the installation 
can be checked, showing the values of power and energy delivered to the grid.

7�4�3�- LOWER AREA

Figure 66: Lower area�

Keys to access the different screens are located at this area.
Table 14: keys in lower area�

key Touch

Inverter main screen.

Graph registers.

Actual values.

Alarms register.

Setup screen.
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 8�- DISPLAY 

Device display are accessed from the main screen, Figure 67.

Figure 67:Main screen�

  Inverter main screen.

  Graph registers screen.

   Display values screen.

   Alarms register screen.

Press gently over the keys to select the screen.
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       8.1.- MAIN SCREEN 

Main screen shows, at all times. Figure 68 :

  Inverter status.
  The energy management strategy selected.
  The most important measurement parameters of the installation.
  Daily energy delivered into the grid
  Grid connection relay status. 

  Keys to control the device:  , , 

Inverter state

Energy management 
strategy

Voltage and  Frequency 
of the AC grid

Voltage and  Frequency 
of the AC output

Energy generated by 
the PV panels

SOC

Battery power

PV Power 

Active power of the 
AC grid

Active power of 
the AC output

Active consumed 
power

Inverter is disconnected 
from the AC grid

Slave - 

Topology of the 
system

Figure 68: Main screen description�

8�1�1�- INVERTER STATE

Status messages (Table 16) and central diagram icons (Table 15) show the working conditions 
of the CirPower Hyb inverter.

Table 15: Central diagram icons�

Icon Description
Grid direction indicator.

CirPower Hyb is connected to the grid.

CirPower Hyb is disconnected from the grid.
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Table 16: CirPower Hyb state message description�

Message Description
Calibration Performing sensors self-calibration
Configuration Setting up internal components.
Starting Performing start-up sequence and connection.
Stopped Inverter stopped.
Grid mode starting Inverter working connected to grid.
Off-grid mode star-
ting

Inverter working off-grid.

Daily calibration Daily calibration of the leakage detector.

Alarm There is an alarm go to alarm screen (see” 8.4.- ALARMS AND 
WARNINGS  REGISTER”).

8�1�2�- kEYS  , , 

The CirPower Hyb main screen may show these keys:

 START, press to start the inverter.

 STOP, touching this key stops the power conversion in the device. If there is no alarm 
or warning message, the CirPower Hyb remains connected to the grid, and the START key is 
shown.

After 30 minutes of pressing STOP key, the CirPower Hyb goes into standy mode. Only a man-
ual reset can wake up the device again. See “7.1.8.- STANDBY MODES” 

The STOP key is shown when the device is powered on. 

 REARM, is only shown when the inverter is at alarm state.

If the conditions that caused the alarm have disappeared, it allows the user to restart manually 
the inverter. The key is not shown once the inverter is restarted.

Note: When the error disappears, the CirPower Hyb rearms automatically after 3 minutes. A 
maximum of 4 automatic rearms during an hour is allowed. After that, only manual rearms can 
be implemented.
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       8.2.- GRAPH REGISTER  

Graph register screen shows: the generated energy (Figure 69) and power history (Figure 70) 
PV panels.

8�2�1�- DAILY GENERATED ENERGY REGISTER

If you select the Energía (kWh) screen, a weekly graphic will be displayed, a 7 bar graph, 
where it appears the daily generated energy for the last 7 days, and each bar corresponds to 
one day (Figure 69).

Figure 69: Daily generated energy register (7 days)�

Last bar shows the Energy being accumulated today. 

When you click on the graphic, the monthly energy is displayed, Figure 70, with 30 bars show-
ing the energy generated each day.

 
Figure 70: Daily generated energy register (30 days)�
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8�2�2�- GENERATED POWER REGISTER

Selection of Power (kW) shows the power generated during last 8 working hours, Figure 71.

Figure 71: Generated power register (last 8 working hours)�

Graph scale can be selected as absolute value (kW) or relative (%) to the nominal inverter pow-
er. This parameter is selected at the user interface setup screen (See “ 9.1.3.- PERCENTAGE 
POWER GRAPH”).
Each power register is the mean value of 225 seconds.

       8.3.-DISPLAY VALUES  

These screens show the instantaneous values of the inverter and the battery, as well as the 
user-dependent parameters.

8�3�1�- INVERTER

The inverter values are shown in 4 tabs:

8�3�1�1�- AC grid parameters

  
Figure 72: Display values: Inverter (AC grid)�
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Table 17: Display values: Inverter (AC grid)�

Parameter Units
Grid voltage V
Grid current A
Active Power W

Frequency Hz

8�3�1�2�- AC output parameters�

Figure 73: Display values: Inverter (AC out)�

Table 18:Display values: Inverter (AC out)�

Parameter Units
Output voltage V
Output current A
Active Power W

Frequency Hz

8�3�1�3�- PV parameters

Figure 74: Display values: Inverter  (PV)�
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Table 19:Display values: Inverter (PV)�

Parameter Units
PV voltage V
PV current A
PV power W

8�3�1�4�- Temperature parameters

Figure 75: Display values: Inverter  (Temp)�

Table 20: Display values: Inverter (Temp)�

Parameter Units
Heatsink temperature inv, heatsink temperature inverter ºC
Heatsink temperature Chg 1, heatsink temperature charger 1. ºC
Heatsink temperature Chg 2, heatsink temperature charger 2. ºC

8�3�2�- BATTERY

This screen shows all the battery parameters.

Figure 76: Display values  (Batt)�
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Table 21: Display values ( Batt)�

Parameter Units
Vbat, Battery voltage V
Ibat, Battery current A
Pbat, Battery power W

SOC, State of charge %
 Tª Bat, Battery temperature ºC

If the battery has an external BMS, the messages from the BMS are displayed, Table 22.

Table 22: Display values (Bat) with external BMS�

Parameter
Status, battery status messages
Warnings, warning messages

Fault, error messages

Note: see the battery’s documentation for further information.

8�3�3�- USER

This screen shows all the user-dependent parameters.

Figure 77:  Display values (User)�

Table 23: Display values (User)�

Parameter Units
External meter, value of the active power consumed in 
the installation, read from the external analyzer. W

Last complete charge, days since last complete charge d
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8�3�4�- INVERTER INFORMATION

Touching the  icon displays the Figure 78, an inverter information screen.

Figure 78: Inverter information screen�

        8.4.- ALARMS AND WARNINGS  REGISTER   

On this screen the alarms and warnings detected by the device are displayed.

8�4�1�- ALARM

An alarm points a device malfunction that can damage the device.
For that reason,in the event of an alarm, the CirPower Hyb:

 1�-  Enter into Alarm state, and remains at that state until rearmed manually or automatically.

 2�- Disconnects from the grid, and stops any power electronics activity.

Alarms are shown with the status message “Alarm”, see “ 8.1.1.- INVERTER STATE”

Alarm register screen, Figure 79, displays the history of alarms that have been recorded by the 
device.

Figure 79: Alarm register screen�
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Description column shows a short description of the alarm. See Table 24�
Start column shows the time gap since the alarm happened until now.
Duration column is the time period the alarm has been active.

Due to VDE-AR-N 4105:2011, last 5 alarms are recorded.

Note: If alarms happened before last CirPower Hyb power on sequence (i.e. after the alarm 
the device was powered off), then “----“ are displayed.

To reset the alarm register, press icon .
Possible alarm messages are shown at, Table 24 :

Table 24: Alarm messages description�

Alarms
Vbat max

Description Battery voltage over maximum allowable voltage

Actions Use a voltmeter to check battery voltage.
Check that the battery meets inverter specifications. Use a proper battery. 

Ibat max
Description Battery current over maximum allowable current.

Actions Check the battery setup in the inverter.
Contact Technical Service.

Max� heatsink 1 temperature
Description Heatsink temperature over maximum allowable temperature.

Actions Check that the heatsink is not blocked, and that the installation meets the require-
ments for a proper cooling.

Max� heatsink 2 temperature
Description Heatsink temperature over maximum allowable temperature.

Actions Check that the heatsink is not blocked, and that the installation meets the require-
ments for a proper cooling.

Inductance current
Description Internal current over limit

Actions

Grid voltage distortions and voltage drops may cause this alarm. 
Check grid stability and/or voltage waveform if possible. Voltage distortions and 
drops may be caused due to switching equipment connected to the grid or by ex-
ternal elements, like lightnings or grid failure.
If this alarm remains activated, contact Technical Service.

Mains current
Description Grid current over limit.

Actions

Grid voltage distortions and voltage drops may cause this alarm. 
Check grid stability and/or voltage waveform if possible. Voltage distortions and 
drops may be caused due to switching equipment connected to the grid or by 
external elements, like lightnings or grid failure.
If this alarm remains activated, contact Technical Service.

Mains voltage
Description Mains voltage outside allowable limits.

Actions
Chack that grid voltage meets inverter specifications. 
Use of power generators or lighnings may distort the grid voltage, generating volt-
age conditions over the maximum rating.
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Table 24 (Continuation): Alarm messages description�

Alarms
Leakage current

Description Leakage current exceeds limit.

Actions

Residual current monitor has detected a current higher than the maximum limit. 
High residual currents are an electrical safety hazard. 
Check the safety of the installation, both the PV panels side and the grid and AC-
Out side, and fix any insulation defect that are detected.
If the installation shows no defect, and his alarm remains activated, contact Tech-
nical Service.

Heatsink temperature
Description Heatsink temperature over maximum allowable temperature.

Actions Check that the heatsink is not blocked, and that the installation meets the require-
ments for a proper cooling.

Battery calibration error
Description The battery calibration process could not be correctly completed.

Actions Check that there are no electrical network connection problems. Repeat the bat-
tery calibration process after verifying this point.

Calibration error
Description Leakage current monitor calibration error.

Actions Restart the inverter, unplugging all supplies (AC, battery). If the inverter keeps fail-
ing, contact Technical Service.

Daily calibration control
Description Daily leakage current monitor calibration failed.

Actions Unplug the inverter from the grid, and plug it in again, to force a residual current 
monitor calibration. If the inverter keeps failing, contact Technical Service.

Neutral-earth voltage
Description There is voltage between Neutral and Earth.

Actions Check for proper wiring of AC grid and Earth connections.
Check for proper connection of the Eart terminal of the installation.

Insulation resistance
Description Insulation resistance of PV panels exceeds set value.

Actions
Check that the PV panels are in good conditions and measure their ground insu-
lation resistance.
Check the inverter insulation resistance configuration.

Insulation monitor adjustment
Description Insulation resistance monitor error.

Actions Check the inverter insulation resistance configuration.
PV panel current

Description PV panels current over maximum allowable current.

Actions
Check that the PV panels are in good conditions.
Open the PV switch, and restart the inverter, closing the PV switch. 
If the inverter keeps failing, contact Technical Service

PV panel voltage
Description PV panels voltage over maximum allowable voltage.

Actions
Check that the maximum PV string voltage is not higher then the maximum allow-
able voltage.
Change the PV panels string configuration to meet inverter specifications.
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Table 24 (Continuation): Alarm messages description�

Alarms
AC Output overload

Description 10 Vac output min warnings were generated over a period of 1 hour while oper-
ating in the isolated from grid mode. Requires manual rearming.

Actions Reduces the direct load and/or battery charging consumption.
Error xxxxxx

Description Internal error.
Actions Contact Technical Service, and indicate the error code.

Error Comms DSP1/2
Description Internal communications error.

Actions Restart the device. If the error persists, contact Technical Service and indicate the 
error code.

Error Comms Ext� BMS
Description Error communicating with the external battery controller. 

Actions
The device is unable to ensure the safety of the battery without this communi-
cation and it shuts down. Check the configuration and connections and see the 
battery’s documentation.

Error diff Vbat / Error num cells

Description High voltage difference between the battery voltage read by the device and that 
reported by the battery’s BMS.

Actions Check the connections and configuration.
Error temp max/min

Description The temperature reported by the battery’s BMS exceeds the safety limits.
Actions Check communication with the battery

Ext BMS fault
Description  The battery’s external controller has reported an error.

Actions View the error on the battery’s value display screen. See the battery’s documen-
tation.

8�4�2�- WARNINGS

Press the    button to access the warnings screen.

The screen, Figure 80, shows the active warnings.
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Figure 80: Alarm register screen�

Possible warnings messages are shown at Table 25:

Table 25: Warnings messages description�

 Warnings
Inv-1: Communication error

Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service
Inv-2: Vbus min

Description It should be displayed with another message, indicating the incidence
Inv-4: Ibus min

Description It should be displayed with another message, indicating the incidence
Inv-8: Deactivated inverter

Description Internal circuitry stopped to save energy
Inv-10: DCDC or PV Conv� conditions

Description It should be displayed with another message, indicating the incidence
Inv-20: Vac output min

Description Output voltage too low, due to AC output overload
Inv-40: Stopped due to empty battery

Description Stopped due to empty battery. Batery SOC lower than SOC Min
Inv-80: Stopped due to complete charge process

Description Stopped due to complete charge process. To guarantee the complete charge of 
the battery, the inverter remains stopped until reaching the target.

Inv-100: Inverter Heatsink temp max
Description Inverter heatsink temperature high

Inv-200: Error calibration
Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service

Inv-400: Inverter shut down after detecting island

Description Indicates that the inverter has been shut down to reduce consumption, as it is in 
island mode and there are no secure loads.

Inv-1000: Grid value out of the limits

Description
The network voltage and/or frequency values are out of the regulatory limits to 
connect the inverter to the AC network. 
If it does not disappear, contact the Technical Assistance Service.
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Tabla 25 (continuation): Warnings messages description�

Warnings
Inv-2000: High network voltage

Description Grid voltage too high.
Inv-4000: Awaiting mains connection

Description Depending on the grid connection standard, the inverter will wait several minutes 
to connect to the grid. The grid must meet some voltage and frequency limits.

Inv-8000: Island detection
Description There is no grid voltage, or it is out of limits

Inv-1000000: Error communicating with external device

Descripción A connected external device (BMS, analyser) is not responding to the device’s 
requests. Check the configuration and connections.

PV-1: Solar Conv� Communication error
Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service.

PV-2: Minimum PV voltage

Description The photovoltaic voltage is too low. There might not be enough sunlight or the PV 
switch is open.

PV-4: Not enough sunlight

Description
PV voltage/power is too low. Not enough sunlight, or the PV switch is opened.
It can remain active for a few minutes after recovering the voltage/photovoltaic 
power (see “9.2.2.3.- Photovoltaic waiting time”)

PV-8: Deactivated solar converter
Description Internal circuitry stopped to save energy

PV-10: High PV voltage

Description The photovoltaic voltage exceeds the top start-up limit (680V). 
Check the photovoltaic energy installation.

PV-20: Calibration error

Description If it does not disappear, restart the device. Contact the Technical Assistance Ser-
vice.

Chg-1: Disconnected battery
Description Battery disconnected. Check connection, or replace batery.

Chg-2 : Battery deep discharge

Description Batery deep discharge. Risk to damage battery. Charge battery inmediatly. Check 
battery status. Check connections to battery

Chg-8: Vbat max

Description Battery overvoltage. Check the condition of the battery. Check the battery connec-
tions

Chg-10: Vbus min
Description A message indicating the incident is usually displayed.

Chg-20: Vbus max
Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service

Chg-40: Temp battery max
Description Battery temperature too high. Cool down batteries.

Chg-80: Charger Heatsink 1 temp max
Description Charger heatsink temperature high

Chg-100: Charger Heatsink 2 temp max
Description Charger heatsink temperature high
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Tabla 25 (continuation): Warnings messages description�

Warnings
Chg-200: Temp battery min

Description Battery temperature too low. Temperature sensor disconnected/broken
Chg-400: Charger Heatsink 1 temp min

Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service
Chg-800: Charger Heatsink 2 temp min

Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service
Chg-1000: Communication error

Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service
Chg-2000: Mains/island status error

Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service
Chg-4000: Activate charger off

Description Internal circuitry stopped to save energy
Chg-8000: Battery overdischarge

Description Overcurrent discharging battery. High load changes can appear in direct and/or 
indirect loads.  If this warning remains activated,contact Technical Service

Chg-10000: Battery overload

Description Overcurrent discharging battery. It may appear after sudden change of solar ge-
neration. If this warning remains activated,contact Technical Service

Chg-20000: Inverter or solar conv� alarm
Description It should be displayed with another message, indicating the incidence

Chg-40000: Charger waiting for conditions
Description It should be displayed with another message, indicating the incidence

Chg-80000: Error calibration
Description If this warning remains activated, reboot the system. Contact Technical Service.

Chg-10000: External BSM error

Description
Check the communications with the external battery.
If it does not disappear, restart the device. Contact the Technical Assistance Ser-
vice.

Chg-800000: Loads not cancelled for complete charging process

Description A complete charging process is being performed and the load cancellation has 
not been prioritised.

Chg-1000000: Error communicating with external device

Description A connected external device (BMS, analyser) is not responding to the device’s 
requests. Check the configuration and connections.

HMI-1: Charger disabled for battery calibration

Description During battery calibration, the slave devices’ chargers are disabled to ensure high 
process accuracy.

HMI-2: Communication failure with slave

Description The slave is not responding. Check the connections and configuration. Make sure 
that the slaves are turned on and configured correctly.

HMI-4: Ethernet network fault external analyser

Description There is a problem with the Ethernet network that is preventing a connection to the 
external device. Check your network settings.
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 9�- SETUP

Press  key to access the device’s configuration. 

Device has 3 different setup screens:

  User interface setup screen. 
  Basic setup screen.
 Change of strategy

         9.1.- USER INTERFACE SETUP

Touching, , key shows the user interface setup screen, Figure 81.

Figure 81: User interface setup screen�
9�1�1�- LANGUAGE

A drop-down menu allows the selection of the display language.
Possible selections are: Spanish, English, Italian, German, French, Portuguese and Polish�
Language is not linked to the installation country, and does not modify the regulatory parame-
ters.

9�1�2�- CALIBRATE TOUCH SENSOR

Display touch panel is factory calibrated, but depending on installation conditions, it may be 
required a new calibration.

It is recommended to use a soft tip stylus (care must be taken not to damage the display), and 

press over the icon . Calibration screen is shown, Figure 82.
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Figure 82: Calibrate touch sensor�

Note: it you have accessed accidentally the calibration screen  , waits until the middle circle 
surrounding line is completed, and it will go back to the setup screen automatically. (Figure 81).

9�1�3�- PERCENTAGE POWER GRAPH

Selects the scale of the power graph (see “8.2.2 GENERATED POWER REGISTER” ) :

             Absolute value (kW) 
     Relative value (%).

9�1�4�- SCREEN BRIGHTNESS

An scrolling bar allows to adjust the brightness of the screen.

9�1�5�- IP 

This field shows the IP address assigned to the device.

9�1�6�- qR CODE 

Using a QR code reader, the user may download all product information: instructions manu-
al… (Internet connection required).
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        9.2.- BASIC SETUP

Basic setup screen is password protected. 
To get access, press the key , for 10 seconds, at the user interface setup screen (Figure 81).
Numeric keypad screen (Figure 83)  is displayed to insert the password.

Figure 83: Numeric keypad�

Basic setup access password is 154137.
After inserting correctly the password, Figure 84 screen is displayed. This screen shows three 
tabs:

Figure 84: Basic setup (MPPT)�
9�2�1�- MPPT

In this tab are configured the MPPT parameters, see “7.1.4.- MPPT (Maximum power point 
tracking)”.

9�2�1�1�- Min Vdc MPPT sweep

Minimum solar panel voltage of the MPPT range.
To modify the value, touch the value, the keypad appears (Figure 83), and the new value can 
be typed in.

Minimum value : 180 V.
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Maximum value : 250 V.

9�2�1�2�- Max Vdc MPPT sweep

Maximum solar panel voltage of the MPPT range.
To modify the value, touch the value, the keypad appears (Figure 83), and the new value can 
be typed in.

Minimum value : 350 V.
Maximum value : 650 V.

9�2�1�3�- MPPT sweeping freq

This parameter sets the time period between MPPT sweeping the whole MPPT range
To modify the value, touch the value, the keypad appears (Figure 83), and the new value can 
be typed in.

Minimum value : 0 minute.
Maximum value : 180 minutes.

9�2�2�-PV

In this tab are configured the solar panel parameters.

Figure 85: Basic setup (PV)

9�2�2�1�- Min injection voltage

Minimum solar panel voltage required to start injecting into the grid.
To modify the value, touch the value, the keypad appears (Figure 83), and the new value can 
be typed in.

Minimum value : 170 V.
Maximum value : 250 V.
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9�2�2�2�- Min current Stop

Minimum solar panel current required to inject into the grid.
To modify the value, touch the value, the keypad appear (Figure 83),  and the new value can 
be typed in.

Minimum value : 0.1 A.
Maximum value : 1.0 A.

9�2�2�3�-Photovoltaic waiting time

If the solar panel current is below the minimum current parameter, for 40seconds, the inverter 
stops, and waits the”Photovoltaic waiting time” to start again. 
To modify the value, touch the value, the keypad appears (Figure 83), and the new value can 
be typed in.

Minimum value : 1 minutes.
Maximum value : 120 minutes.

9�2�3�- ETHERNET

In this tab are configured the Ethernet parameters, see “ 10.2.- ETHERNET COMMUNICATION”.

Figure 86: Basic setup (Ethernet)
9�2�3�1�- DHCP

Activate the DHCP, Yes option, to assign the IP automatically.
If the DHCP is deactivated by selecting the No option, the parameters will have to be set up 
manually:

  IP address.
  Mask, subnet mask.
  Gateway,
  DNS1 primary address.
 DNS2, secondary address.

To modify the value, touch the value, the keypad appear (Figure 83),  and the new value can 
be typed in.
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9�2�4�- BAT

On this tab, Figure 87, you can do the following:

Figure 87: Basic setup (Bat)

 Full battery charging

You can fully charge the battery manually by pressing the Start key.
During charging, the screen displays the status of the process and, once finished, the Cirpower 
Hyb returns to the automatically defined operating mode. 

 Battery calibration

It is possible to activate the battery calibration process so that you can check its energy storage 
capacity.

Note: The battery does not have to be calibrated if it has its own BMS and a communication 
system to communicate with Cirpower Hyb.

Make sure that the battery can inject power into the grid and that charging it from 
the grid does not cause installation problems before calibrating the batteries.

The calibration process will force the full discharge of the battery into the grid and 
its subsequent full charging, for which it can consume energy from the grid

Press the Start key to start the calibration process. 
The screen shown in Figure 78 will be displayed while the battery is being calibrated.
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Figure 88: Basic setup (Calibration in progress)

The real capacity of the battery (Figure 79) will be shown when the calibration process is com-
plete. Press Ok to return to the basic setup screen.

Figure 89: Basic setup (Calibration complete)

Cirpower Hyb will return to the operating mode that has been automatically defined after the 
battery calibration process is complete. 

Note: The battery calibration process should be carried out every 6 months to lengthen the 
useful life of the battery
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        9.3.- CHANGE OF STRATEGY

Change of strategy may cause the non-compliancy of the local grid connection 
regulations.

Change of strategy screen is password protected. 
To get access, press the key , for 10 seconds, at the user interface setup screen (Figure 90).

Figure 90: Access to change strategy�

Numeric keypad screen (Figure 83)  is displayed to insert the password.
Change strategy access password is 000000.

Enter this information and the screen for selecting the existing type of installation will be dis-
played, Figura 81.

Figure 91:Change strategy�

You can continue the strategy setup procedure, as described at “6.2.- START-UP PROCEDURE”
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        9.4.- FACTORY RESET

It is possible to reset the setup to the factory defaults.

To get access, press the key , for 10 seconds, at the user interface setup screen (Figure 90).

Numeric keypad screen (Figure 83)  is displayed to insert the password.
Factory reset access password is 897934.

Several seconds after typing it, the device will reboot, and will show the initial screen 
(Figure 92).

Figure 92: Initial setup�

To continue working with the CirPower Hyb, the device must be configured again.
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 10�- COMMUNICATIONS

     10.1.- RS-485 COMMUNICATION

The unit can communicate via Modbus (RS-485), as the master, with:

 An external meter, to read the active power of the installation.
 
The external meter is used in energy management strategies Automatic and Self-consump-
tion. (See “7.2.1.- ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES”.)

B(-)
A(+)

GND

RS-485

POWER SUPPLY
INPUTS

A(+) B(-)

GND

RS485

S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2
L1

P1 P2

L2 L3
300V ~
Ph-NPh-Ph

520V ~

NVL3L2VL1V

P1 P2 P1 P2

I1 I2

OUTPUTS

Rc R2 R1 Tc T2 T1

S0- S0+ S0+

CVM C10

Figure 93: RS-485 connection with an external analyzer�

The User tab on the Display values screen (“8.3.3.- USER”), shows the value read from the 
external analyzer.

 A Battery Management System (BMS), built in the battery. (See “7.1.7.4.- Battery man-
agement with an external BMS”)

10�1�1�- MODBUS PROTOCOL

The MODBUS protocol is an industry communication standard that enables the network 
connection of multiple units, where there is a master and multiple slaves. It allows an individual 
master-slave dialogue and also enables commands in broadcast format. 
Within the MODBUS protocol, CirPower Hyb uses the RTU mode (Remote Terminal Unit).
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In the RTU mode, the message start and end are detected with silences of at least 3.5 
characters, and the 16-bit CRC error-detection method is used.

The MODBUS functions implemented in the unit are:

 Function 0x04� Reading logs. 
 Function 0x05� Writing a relay.
 Function 0x10� Writing multiple logs.

10�1�2�- MODBUS MEMORY MAP

All MODBUS map addresses are in hexadecimal format.

10.1.2.1. Configuration variables

Table 26:Modbus memory map: Configuration variables (Start, Stop and Rearm).

Device Start-Stop and Rearming
Configuration variable Address Valid data margin Default value

Start and stop the grid injection pro-
cess 0001 ON : Start

OFF : Stop OFF

Restart the device after resetting an 
alarm 0002 ON : Restart

OFF : Stop OFF

Table 27:Modbus memory map: Configuration variables (Inverter).

Inverter variables
Configuration variable Address Valid data margin Default value

Activation / Deactivation of the in-
verter 0065 0 : Deactivation

1 : Activation 1

% P / P nominal : Power injected at 
the output 006C 0 - 100 0

Table 28:Modbus memory map: Configuration variables (Battery charge).

Battery charge
Configuration variable Address  Valid data margin Default value

Charge level at which the battery can 
be charged again with the absorption 
voltage (SOC_no_max)

00F2  100 - SOC Rec 95

SOC Rec 00F3 SOC_no_max - SOC Min + 5 70
SOC Min 00F4 0 - SOC Rec - 5 50
P maximum charge  / Pnominal (%) 00CD 0 - 100 100
P maximum discharge  / Pnominal  (%) 00CE 0 - 100 100

Table 29:Modbus memory map: Configuration variables (Solar converter).

Solar converter
Configuration variable Address  Valid data margin Default value

Activation/Deactivation of the solar 
converter 00A1 0 : Deactivation

1 : Activation 1

MPPT Minimum voltage 00A2 180 - 250 V 180
MPPT Maximum voltage 00A3 350 - 650 V 650
MPPT Frequency sweep 00A4 0 - 180 min 0
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Tabla 29 (continuation):Modbus memory map: Configuration variables (Solar converter)�

Solar converter
Configuration variable Address  Valid data margin Default value

Minimum stop current 006A 0�1- 1�0 A 0.3
Minimum injection voltage  00A5 170 - 250 V 170
Photovoltaic waiting time 00A8 1 - 120 min 15

10�1�2�2� Display variables

Table 30:Modbus memory map: Display variables (1)

Inverter variables
Display variable Address  Units

Inverter software version 0258 -
Network frequency 0259 Hz (2 decimals)
Network voltage L1 025A V (1 decimal)
Network Current L1 025B A (2 decimals)
Active network current L1 025C W
Reactive network current L1 025D Var
Apparent network power L1 025E VA
Network cos φ L1 025F -
Energy injected into the Grid 026C kWh (2 decimals)
Energy consumed from the Grid 026D kWh (2 decimals)
Inverter frequency 026E Hz (2 decimals)
Inverter voltage L1 026F V (1 decimal)
Inverter current L1 0270 A (2 decimals)

Active power Inverter L1 0271 W
(< 0 Consumes from the grid > 0, Generates)

Reactive power Inverter L1 0272 Var

Apparent power Inverter L1 0273 VA 
(< 0 Consumes from the grid, > 0 Generates)

Energy generated by the inverter 027E kWh (2 decimals)

Energy consumed by the inverter 027F kWh (2 decimals)

Heatsink temperature in the inverter IGBT area 0280 ºC

DC bus voltage (measured by the inverter) 0281 V (1 decimal)

DC bus current (measured by the inverter) 0282 A (2 decimals)
DC bus power (measured by the inverter) 0283 W
Power available to the inverter for local isolated 
loads 028E W

Table 31:Modbus memory map: Display variables (2)

Inverter variables
Display variable Address Response

Status of the anti-islanding relay 0284 1: Open - 2: Closed

Warning / Alarm message 0285 - 0286 Alarm and/or warning codes of the inverter 
described in sections 8�4�1. and 8�4�2.

Saturation at the output 0287 Inverter power limitation indication
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Table 32:Modbus memory map: Display variables (3)

Solar panel variables
Display variable Address  Units

Solar panel voltage 0294 V (1 decimal)
Solar panel current 0295 A (2 decimals)
Solar panel power 0296 W
Solar converter energy 0297 kWh (2 decimals)

Table 33:Modbus memory map: Display variables (4)

Solar panel variables
Display variable Address  Response

Warning / Alarm message 0299 Alarm and/or warning codes of the solar conver-
ter described in sections 8�4�1� and 8�4�2�

Output saturation 029A Power limitation indication of the solar converter

Table 34:Modbus memory map: Display variables (5)

Battery variables
Display variable Address  Units

Battery charger software version 02BC -
SOC 02BD %

Battery level 02BE 4: Battery full  - 3: Battery OK
2: Low battery  - 1: Battery empty

Battery voltage 02BF V (2 decimals)
Battery current 02C0 A (2 decimals)
Battery power 02C1 W
Battery temperature 02C2 ºC (1 decimal)
Temperature of the heatsink, battery charger 1 02C3 ºC (1 decimal)
Temperature of the heatsink, battery charger 2 02C4 ºC (1 decimal)
DC Bus voltage of the battery charger 02C5 V (1 decimal)
DC Bus current of the battery charger 02C6 A (2 decimals)
DC Bus power of the battery charger 02C7 W
Charging energy of the battery charger 02C8 kWh
Discharge energy of the battery charger 02C9 kWh
Battery charge level 02CA Ah

Table 35:Modbus memory map: Display variables (6)

Battery variables
Display variable Address Response

Warning / Alarm message 02CD - 02CE Alarm and/or warning codes of the battery charger des-
cribed in sections 8�4�1� and 8�4�2�

Battery capacity and efficiency 02CF

0xAABB 
AA: Battery efficiency, expressed as a %
BB : Reduction of the battery capacity in relation to the 
nominal value, expressed as a %

Output saturation 02D0 Any value in this log indicates that the power of the 
battery charger is being limited.
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Table 36:Modbus memory map: Display variables (7)

Display variable Address  Units
Power value read by the external analyzer 0321 W
Days since the last full charge 0322 days

        10.2.- ETHERNET COMMUNICATIONS

The device can communicate via Modbus (Ethernet), as the master, with:

 An external analyzer, to read the active power of the installation.

An external analyzer is used in the Automatic and Self-consumption energy generation 
strategies. (See “7.2.1.- ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES”.)

The User tab on the Display values screen (“8.3.3.- USER”), shows the value read from the 
external analyzer.

 A Battery management system (BMS), built in the battery. (See “7.1.7.4.- Battery manage-
ment with an external BMS”)

An internal web server to display the status of CirPower Hyb and the real values.

Check the IP address on the user setup screen. (“ 9.1.5.- IP”)

See “9.2.3.- ETHERNET” to configure the Ethernet parameters.
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 11�- TECHNICAL FEATURES
PV input

Input voltage 150... 700 V 
Standby input voltage 150 V 
Maximum input current 20 A

Shortcircuit current 20 A

Maximum DC power (cos φ = 1) 4250 W @ 35ºC

Minimum/Maximum start voltage 170 V  / 680 V  
MPPT range 180  ... 650 V 
Maximum Efficiency 98%

MPPT efficiency 99.9 %

Installation category OVC II

AC Grid
Nominal voltage 230 V ~

Nominal Frequency 50 Hz

AC voltage range 185 ... 260 V ~

Frequency range 45 ... 55 Hz 

Nominal current (230V) 17.4 A

Maximum current 20A

Shortcircuit current 25A

AC power (230V, 50Hz, cos φ = 1) 4000 W @ 35ºC

Maximum Efficiency 96%

THD(I) with THD(V) < 3% < 3.5 %

PF 0.5 (capacitive)…0.5 (inductive)

Installation category OVC III

Battery charger
Battery voltage 38 ... 60 V 
Maximum current 80 A

Maximum power (discharging) 4000 W @ 35ºC

Maximum power (charging) 2000 W @ 35ºC

Maximum efficiency 94.5 %

Fuse Littlefuse CF58V 125A

AC output
Voltage 230 V ~

Frequency 50 Hz 

Maximum current 17.4 A

Maximum power 4000 W @ 35ºC

Shortcircuit current 25A

THD(V) with THD(I) < 3% < 1%
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General specifications                                                                           
Standby consumption < 0.5W
Topology Transformerless

 Ethernet communications 
Connector RJ-45
Network protocol TCP/ IP

 Modbus communications 
Bus RS-485
Protocol Modbus RTU
Baud rate 9600 - 19200 
Stop bits 1 - 2
Parity none - even - odd

User iterface
Display Tactile 3.5” color TFT
Services  Web server, Datalogger

Environmental features
Environmental category (EN62109-1) Outdoor
Operating temperature -20ºC ... +50ºC
Storage temperature  -35ºC ... +70ºC
Relative humidity (non-condensing) 4 ... 100%
Maximum altitude 2000 m
Protection degree IP55

Noise < 30 dBA

Pollution degree Outside : 3 
Inside : 2 

Safety specifications
Earth leakage protection Type B RCCB, according to EN62109-2 
PV earth fault monitor Insulation monitor, according to EN62109-2
Anti-islanding device Grid monitor, active anti-islanding (resonant loads)
AC short circuit Software controlled
DC disconnect device Manual switch included

Safety ( Battery charger)
Reinforced insulation

Connection for NTC battery sensor
Thermal overload protection

Mechanical features
Dimensions Figure 94 (mm)
Weight 58 kg
Surround AL-6066-T5
Cooling Convection
Connections PV AC Grid Battery AC Output Ethernet

Type MC4 Wiedland 
RST25

M8/M6 ring 
terminal

Wiedland 
RST25

M20 cable 
gland

Conductor area 4 ... 6 mm2 3x6 mm2 2x25 mm2 6 mm2 -
External diameter 3 ... 6 mm 10 ... 14 mm 5 ... 13 mm 10...14 mm 6 ...12 mm
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Standards
Safety of power converters for use in photovoltaic power systems 
-- Part 1: General requirements EN62109-1: 2011

Safety of power converters for use in photovoltaic power systems - 
Part 2: Particular requirements for inverters EN62109-2 : 2013

Utility-interconnected photovoltaic inverters - Test procedure of is-
landing prevention measures  IEC62116 : 2014

Automatic disconnection device between a generator and the public 
low-voltage grid DIN VDE 0126-1-1

Power generation systems connected to the low-voltage distribution 
network - Technical minimum requirements for the connection to 
and parallel operation with low-voltage distribution networks

DIN VDE AR-N 4105:2011-08

Conexión a red de instalaciones de producción de energía eléctrica 
de pequeña potencia RD 1699:2011

Recommendations for the connextion of generating plant to the dis-
tribution systems of licensed distribution network operators� UK G59/3/09.13

306
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0
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225.6

Figure 94: CirPower Hyb dimensions�
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 12�- MAINTENANCE AND TECHNICAL SERVICE

In the case of any query in relation to unit operation or malfunction, please contact the 
CIRCUTOR, SA Technical Support Service.

Technical Assistance Service
Vial Sant Jordi, s/n, 08232 - Viladecavalls (Barcelona)
Tel: 902 449 459 ( España) / +34 937 452 919 (outside of Spain)
email: sat@circutor.es

 13�- GUARANTEE

• No returns will be accepted and no unit will be repaired or replaced if it is not ac-
companied by a report indicating the defect detected or the reason for the return.
•The guarantee will be void if the units has been improperly used or the stora-
ge, installation and maintenance instructions listed in this manual have not been 
followed. “Improper usage” is defi ned as any operating or storage condition con-
trary to the national electrical code or that surpasses the limits indicated in the 
technical and environmental features of this manual.
• CIRCUTOR accepts no liability due to the possible damage to the unit or other 
parts of the installation, nor will it cover any possible sanctions derived from a pos-
sible failure, improper installation or “improper usage” of the unit. Consequently, 
this guarantee does not apply to failures occurring in the following cases:
- Overvoltages and/or electrical disturbances in the supply;
- Water, if the product does not have the appropriate IP classifi cation;
- Poor ventilation and/or excessive temperatures;
- Improper installation and/or lack of maintenance;
- Buyer repairs or modifi cations without the manufacturer’s authorisation.

CIRCUTOR guarantees its products against any manufacturing defect for two years after the 
delivery of the units.  

CIRCUTOR will repair or replace any defective factory product returned during the guarantee 
period.

Warning, damage to the display of to the specifications plate due to 
the use of cleaning products�

If the inverter has to be cleaned, gently sweep the surface and heatsink with 
only clean water and a soft cloth.

Circutor shall not be held liable for the consequences arising from faults in the 
unit used in critical or life support installations that may cause injury to persons 
or damage to installations.
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